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Special Topic
Antennas and RF Technologies for 5G/B5G Mobile Communications

Editorial
LI Ronglin, ZHANG Yueping, MA Jianguo

Leaky-Wave Antennas for 5G/B5G Mobile
Communication Systems: A Survey

The purpose is to review the latest research progress of leaky-wave an⁃
tennas (LWAs) for 5G/B5G mobile communication systems. Firstly, the
conventional classification and design methods of LWAs are introduced
and the effects of the phase constant and attenuation constant on the ra⁃
diation characteristics are discussed. Then two types of new LWAs for
5G/B5G mobile communication systems including broadband fixed-

beam LWAs and fixed-frequency beam-scanning LWAs are summa⁃
rized. Finally, the challenges and future research directions of LWAs

for 5G/B5G mobile communication systems are presented.
HE Yejun, JIANG Jiachun, ZHANG Long, LI Wenting,

WONG Sai-Wai, DENG Wei, CHI Baoyong

Multibeam Antenna Based on Butler Matrix for
3G/LTE/5G/B5G Base Station Applications

Since multibeam antennas are able to increase the communication ca⁃
pacity and support a high data transmission rate, they have attracted a
lot of research interest and have been actively investigated for base-sta⁃
tion applications. In addition, since multi-beam antennas based on But⁃
ler matrix (MABBMs) have the advantages of high gain, easy design and
low profile, they are suitable for base station applications. The purpose
of this paper is to provide an overview of the existing MABBMs. The

specifications, principles of operation, design method, and implementa⁃
tion of MABBMs are presented. The challenge of MABBMs for 3G/LTE/

5G/B5G base-station applications is discussed in the end.
YE Lianghua, CAO Yunfei, ZHANG Xiuyin

A Novel 28 GHz Phased Array Antenna for
5G Mobile Communications
A novel phased array antenna consisting of 256 elements is presented
and experimentally verified for 5G millimeter-wave wireless communi⁃
cations. The antenna integrated with a wave control circuit can perform
real-time beam scanning by reconfiguring the phase of an antenna unit.
The unit, designed at 28 GHz using a simple patch structure with one
PIN diode, can be electronically controlled to generate 1 bit phase quan⁃
tization. A prototype of the antenna is fabricated and measured to dem⁃
onstrate the feasibility of this approach. Furthermore, it is also tested for
wireless video transmission. Compared to the conventional phased array
antenna, the proposed phased array has the advantages of low power
consumption, low cost and conformal geometry. Due to these character⁃
istics, the antenna is promising for wide applications in 5G millimeter-
wave communication systems.
LI Yezhen, REN Yongli, YANG Fan, XU Shenheng, ZHANG Jiannian

Design of Millimeter-Wave Antenna-in-

Package (AiP) for 5G NR
Antenna array and beamforming technologies have been introduced to
resolve the path loss and coverage problems. The key design consider⁃
ations of the beamforming antenna array are low loss, compact system
and small size. Antenna-in-package (AiP) has become the most attrac⁃
tive technology for millimeter-wave front-end system. For the design of
AiP, many parameters such as RF transition, material and heat need to
be considered and designed properly. The Over-the-Air (OTA) testing
technology is also very critical for AiP mass production. In this paper,
the detail of AiP design and new OTA testing technology are discussed
and demonstrated.
CHANG Su⁃Wei, LIN Chueh⁃Jen, TSAI Wen⁃Tsai, HUNG Tzu⁃Chieh,
HUANG Po⁃Chia
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Integrated 3D Fan-out Package of RF
Microsystem and Antenna for 5G

Communications
A 3D fan-out packaging method for the integration of 5G communica⁃
tion radio frequency (RF) microsystem and antenna is studied. First
of all, through the double-sided wiring technology on the glass wafer,
the fabrication of 5G antenna array is realized. Then the low power de⁃
vices such as through silicon via (TSV) transfer chips, filters and an⁃
tenna tuners are flip-welded on the glass wafer, and the glass wafer is
reformed into a wafer permanently bonded with glass and resin by the
injection molding process with resin material. Finally, the thinning
resin surface leaks out of the TSV transfer chip, the rewiring is car⁃

ried out on the resin surface, and then the power amplifier, low-noise
amplifier, power management and other devices are flip-welded on
the resin wafer surface. A ball grid array (BGA) is implanted to form
the final package. A slot coupling antenna is designed on the glass
wafer. This demonstration successfully provides a feasible solution
for the 3D fan-out integration of RF microsystem and antenna in 5G

communications.
XIA Chenhui, WANG Gang, WANG Bo, MING Xuefei

Electromagnetic Simulation with 3D FEM for
Design Automation in 5G Era

The simulation challenges include electromagnetic effects and long
simulation time and this paper focuses on simulation software based on
finite-element method (FEM). The state-of-the-art EDA software using
novel computational techniques based on FEM can not only accelerate
numerical analysis, but also enable optimization, sensitivity analysis

and interactive design tuning based on rigorous electromagnetic model
of a device. Several new techniques that help to mitigate the most chal⁃
lenging issues related to FEM based simulation are highlighted. In par⁃
ticular, methods for fast frequency sweep, mesh morphing and surro⁃
gate models for efficient optimization and manual design tuning are

briefly described, and their efficiency is illustrated on examples involv⁃
ing a 5G MIMO antenna and filter. It is demonstrated that these new
computational techniques enable significant reduction of time needed
for design closure with the acceleration rates as large as tens or even

over one hundred.
Lukasz BALEWSKI, Michal BARANOWSKI, Maciej JASINSKI,

Adam LAMECKI, Michal MROZOWSKI

Robust Digital Predistortion for LTE/5G Power
Amplifiers Utilizing Negative Feedback Iteration
A robust digital predistortion (DPD) technique utilizing negative feed⁃
back iteration is introduced for linearizing power amplifiers (PAs) in
long term evolution (LTE)/5G systems. The proposed DPD suggests a
two-step method to identify the predistortion. Firstly, a negative feed⁃
back based iteration is used to estimate the optimal DPD signal. Then
the corresponding DPD parameters are extracted by forward modeling
with the input signal and optimal DPD signal.
LIU Xin, CHEN Wenhua, WANG Dehan, NING Dongfang

A Survey of Wi-Fi Sensing Techniques with
Channel State Information
A review of signal processing algorithms employing Wi-Fi signals for po⁃
sitioning and recognition of human activities is presented. The principles
of how channel state information (CSI) is used and how the Wi-Fi sens⁃
ing systems operate are reviewed. It provides a brief introduction to the
algorithms that perform signal processing, feature extraction and recogni⁃
tions, including location, activity recognition, physiological signal detec⁃
tion and personal identification. Challenges and future trends of Wi-Fi
sensing are also discussed in the end.
CHEN Liangqin, TIAN Liping, XU Zhimeng, CHEN Zhizhang

Non⁃Negligible Influences of Rain on 5G Millimeter
Wave Terrestrial Communication System
The impacts of rain on millimeter wave (mmW) terrestrial links are pre⁃
sented based on the signal time series data measured at 35 GHz. The cou⁃
pled influence mechanism of rain-induced and ground-objects-induced
multipath propagation on mmW terrestrial links is analyzed. It can be de⁃
duced that the rain-induced impacts on millimeter wave terrestrial links
cannot be neglected. The results given in this paper are significant for de⁃
veloping 5G millimeter wave terrestrial mobile communication links.
GONG Shuhong, ZHANG Xingmin, DOU Jianwu, HUANG Weifang
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LI Ronglin, ZHANG Yueping, MA Jianguo

EditorialEditorial:: Special Topic onSpecial Topic on
Antennas and RF Technologies forAntennas and RF Technologies for 55G/BG/B55G MobileG Mobile

CommunicationsCommunications

LI Ronglin received the B. S. degree in electrical en⁃
gineering from Xi’an Jiaotong University, China in
1983, and the M. S. and Ph. D. degrees in electrical
engineering from Chongqing University, China in
1990 and 1994, respectively. From 1983 to 1987, he
worked as an assistant electrical engineer at Yunnan
Electric Power Research Institute, China. From 1994
to 1996, he was a postdoctoral research fellow with
Zhejiang University, China. In 1997, he visited Hosei
University, Japan, as an HIF (Hosei International

Fund) Research Fellow. In 1998, he became a professor with Zhejiang
University. In 1999, he visited the University of Utah, USA, as a research
associate. In 2000, he worked as a research fellow at the Queen’s Univer⁃
sity of Belfast, UK. Since 2001, he has been a research scientist with Geor⁃
gia Institute of Technology, USA. He is now an Endowed Professor with
the South China University of Technology, China. Dr. LI has published
more than 200 papers in refereed journals and conference proceedings,
and authored three book chapters. His current research interests include
new design techniques for antennas in mobile and satellite communication
systems, phased arrays and smart antennas for radar applications, wireless
sensors and RFID technology, electromagnetics，and information theory.

ZHANG Yueping is a full professor with the School
of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore, a distinguished
lecturer of the IEEE Antennas and Propagation Soci⁃
ety (IEEE AP-S), a member of the IEEE AP-S Paper
Award Committee, and a Fellow of IEEE. Dr.
ZHANG has published numerous papers, including
two invited and one regular papers in the Proceedings
of the IEEE and one invited paper in the IEEE Trans⁃
actions on Antennas and Propagation. He is the first

and only Chinese radio scientist who has managed to publish an article
on radio history in the English learned journal, IEEE Antennas and Prop⁃
agation Magazine. He received the prestigious 2012 IEEE AP-S
Schelkunoff Prize Paper Award. Prof. ZHANG holds seven US patents.
He has made pioneering and significant contributions to the development
of Antenna-in-Package (AiP) technology for which he received the 2020
IEEE AP-S Kraus Antenna Award. His current research interests in⁃
clude the development of Antenna-on-Chip (AoC) technology for Very
Large Scale Antenna Integration (VLSAI) and characterization of chip-
scale propagation channels at terahertz for Wireless Chip Area Network
(WCAN).

MA Jianguo received the B. S. degree from Lanzhou University, China in 1982, and the Ph. D. degree in engineering from the Uni⁃
versity of Duisburg-Essen, Germany in 1996. He was with the Technical University of Nova Scotia, Canada, as a post-doctor fellow
from 1996 to 1997. From 1997 to 2005, he was with Nanyang Technological University (NTU), Singapore, as a faculty member,
where he was also the Founding Director of the Center for Integrated Circuits and Systems, NTU. From 2006 to 2009, he was with
the University of Electronic Science and Technology of China. From 2009 to 2016, he was the dean of the School of Electronic Infor⁃
mation Engineering, Tianjin University, China. Now he is with Guangdong University of Technology, China. His current research in⁃
terests include microwave electronics, RFIC applications for wireless networks, RF device characterization and modeling, and Tera⁃
hertz microelectronic systems. As a co-inventor, he holds 44 granted international patents from UK and USA and more than 50 grant⁃
ed invention patents from China. Dr. MA is the vice chair for Standard Committee of IEEE CRFID and a member of the IEEE MTT-
S Publication Committee. He was a member of the Editorial Board of the Proceedings of the IEEE in 2013–2018 and a member of

the IEEE University Program Ad Hoc Committee from 2010 to 2013. He served as an associate editor for IEEE Microwave and Wireless Components Let⁃
ters in 2003–2005 and has been an associate editor for IEEE Microwave Magazine since 2018. Dr. MA is the Editor-in-Chief for IEEE Transactions on
Microwave Theory and Techniques. He is a Fellow of IEEE.

The 5G mobile communication systems are being de⁃
ployed worldwide and China has been a global leader
in the new technology. The number of base stations for
5G mobile communications is increasing by more than

ten thousand every week in China. By the end of this year,
about 500 000 base stations will be built up nationwide, cover⁃
ing more than 300 cities. The beyond 5G (B5G) mobile systems

with enhanced transmission technologies are also being devel⁃
oped and attracting much attention. The emerging millimeter
wave (mmW) and massive multiple-input multiple-output (MI⁃
MO) technologies are expected to become key enabling technol⁃
ogies for 5G/B5G mobile communications. In China, the mmW
bands 24.75–27.5 GHz and 37–42.5 GHz have been allocat⁃
ed for future 5G/B5G trials and it is anticipated that the 5G/
B5G mobile communication systems based on mmW massive
MIMO technologies will be ready for commercial use in 2022.
As the key components in these communication systems, anten⁃
nas and RF front ends play an important role in implementing
ubiquitous connection among hundreds of different devices in
5G/B5G networks.

Guest Editor

Guest Editor

DOI: 10.12142/ZTECOM.202003001
Citation（IEEE Format）：R. L. Li, Y. P. Zhang, and J. G. Ma,“Editorial: spe⁃
cial topic on antennas and RF technologies for 5G/B5G mobile communica⁃
tions,”ZTE Communications, vol. 18, no. 3, pp. 01– 02, Sept. 2020. doi:
10.12142/ZTECOM.202003001.

Guest Editor
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In this special issue, we have collected seven papers con⁃
cerning antennas and RF technologies for 5G/B5G mobile
communications. Beamforming and multibeam are crucial
technologies for mmW massive MIMO based 5G/B5G appli⁃
cations. Leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) are very suitable for
beamforming in mmW bands. The paper“Leaky-Wave An⁃
tennas for 5G/B5G Mobile Communication Systems: A Sur⁃
vey”by HE et al. presents an overview of LWAs for 5G/B5G
mobile communication systems. Classification and design
methods of LWAs are introduced. The latest research prog⁃
ress of LWAs for 5G/B5G mobile communication systems is
demonstrated. Challenges and future research directions of
LWAs are discussed. Low loss, simple structure and broad⁃
band for beamforming LWAs are also essential for 5G/B5G
mobile communication systems. Multibeam base station an⁃
tennas are required to meet the increasing demands for high⁃
er data rates in 5G/B5G networks. In the paper“Multibeam
Antenna Based on Butler Matrix for 3G/LTE/5G/B5G Base
Station Applications”, YE et al. propose a compact dual-
band dual-polarized two-beam antenna array and a wideband
dual-polarized two-beam antenna array for base-station appli⁃
cations. The dual-band dual-polarized two-beam antenna ar⁃
ray is formed by two interleaved sub-arrays and two individu⁃
al beamforming networks for different frequency operation.
The wideband two-beam antenna array is composed of three
4 × 2 subarrays and two beam-forming networks. The pro⁃
posed methods can easily be extended to the design of other
multibeam base-station antenna arrays. Moreover, the paper

“A Novel 28 GHz Phased Array Antenna for 5G Mobile Com⁃
munications”by LI et al. presents a phased array antenna
consisting of 16 × 16 patch elements. The antenna integrated
with a wave control circuit can perform real-time beam scan⁃
ning by reconfiguring the phase of an antenna unit. A proto⁃
type of the antenna is fabricated and measured to demon⁃
strate the feasibility of this approach. The phased array has
the advantages of low power consumption, low cost, and con⁃
formal geometry, suitable for base stations in B5G mmW mo⁃
bile communication systems.
Antenna-in-package (AiP) technology has been widely ad⁃

opted in mmW bands. It is believed that AiP technology may
provide ultimate antenna solutions to 5G/B5G devices in the
lower mmW bands. The paper“Design of Millimeter ⁃ Wave
Antenna-in-Package (AiP) for 5G NR”by CHANG et al. dis⁃
cusses the design of mmW AiP for 5G spectrum. The system
architectures and design considerations for 5G phased arrays
are presented. Beamforming IC and up/down converter chips,
fabrication technologies and materials, antenna and transition
design, and feeding networks and filters design are described.
A 4×4 low temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) unit AiP mod⁃
ule for the 5G band (27.5–28.35 GHz) is designed and manu⁃
factured. A larger 8×8 array is also demonstrated by tiling up

to four-unit modules on one single motherboard. The key de⁃
sign considerations of the beamforming antenna array are low
loss, compact system and small size. In the paper“Integrated
3D Fan-out Package of RF Microsystem and Antenna for 5G
Communications”, XIA et al. investigate a three-dimensional
(3D) fan-out packaging method for the integration of 5G com⁃
munication RF microsystem and antennas. Through the dou⁃
ble-sided wiring technology on the glass wafer, the fabrica⁃
tion of 5G antenna arrays is realized. A slot coupling antenna
for 5G communications is fabricated on a 12-inch glass wa⁃
fer. The antenna can operate at 60 GHz with a maximum gain
of 6 dBi, which implies a feasible solution to the 3D fan-out
integration of RF microsystem and antennas for 5G communi⁃
cations. Such a 3D fan-out integrated prototype is designed
and manufactured.
Electronic design automation (EDA) software that can accu⁃

rately simulate antennas, radio chips and microwave compo⁃
nents is essential for 5G technologies. The paper“Electromag⁃
netic Simulation with 3D FEM for Design Automation in 5G
Era”by BALEWSKI et al. reviews challenges facing commer⁃
cial tools for design of wireless devices where electromagnetic
effects have to be taken into account. The focus is on simula⁃
tion software based on finite-element method (FEM). Novel
computational techniques based on FEM are introduced into
state-of-the-art EDA software to accelerate numerical analy⁃
sis, as well as to enable optimization, sensitivity analysis and
interactive design tuning based on the rigorous electromagnet⁃
ic model of a device. Several of these new techniques, helping
to mitigate the most challenging issues related to FEM based
simulation, are highlighted. It is demonstrated that these new
computational techniques can significantly reduce the time
needed for design closure with the acceleration rates reaching
factors as large as tens or even over one hundred.
The paper“Robust Digital Predistortion for LTE/5G Power

Amplifiers Utilizing Negative Feedback Iteration”by LIU et
al. proposes a robust digital predistortion (DPD) technique uti⁃
lizing negative feedback iteration for linearizing power amplifi⁃
ers. Different from the conventional direct learning and indi⁃
rect learning structure, the proposed DPD suggests a two-step
method to identify the predistortion. A negative feedback-
based iteration is used to estimate the optimal DPD signal.
The corresponding DPD parameters are extracted by forward
modeling with the input signal and optimal DPD signal. The it⁃
eration can be applied to both single-band and dual-band
PAs, which will achieve superior linear performance than con⁃
ventional direct learning DPD while having a relatively low
computational complexity.
We would like to thank all the authors for their valuable

contributions and all the reviewers for their timely and con⁃
structive comments on the submitted manuscripts. We hope
that this special issue is informative and useful for all readers.
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LeakyLeaky--Wave Antennas forWave Antennas for
55G/BG/B55G Mobile CommunicationG Mobile Communication

SystemsSystems:: A SurveyA Survey

HE Yejun1, JIANG Jiachun1, ZHANG Long1, LI Wenting1,

WONG Sai-Wai1, DENG Wei2, CHI Baoyong2

(1. College of Electronics and Information Engineering, Shenzhen University, Shenzhen 518060, China；
2. Institute of Microelectronics, Tsinghua University, Beijing 100084, China)

Abstract: Since leaky-wave antennas (LWAs) have the advantages of high directivity, low
loss and structural simplicity, LWAs are very suitable for designing millimeter-wave (mmW)
antennas. The purpose of this paper is to review the latest research progress of LWAs for 5G/
B5G mobile communication systems. Firstly, the conventional classification and design
methods of LWAs are introduced and the effects of the phase constant and attenuation con⁃
stant on the radiation characteristics are discussed. Then two types of new LWAs for 5G/
B5G mobile communication systems including broadband fixed-beam LWAs and frequency-
fixed beam-scanning LWAs are summarized. Finally, the challenges and future research di⁃
rections of LWAs for 5G/B5G mobile communication systems are presented.
Keywords: 5G/B5G; beam-scanning; frequency-fixed; fixed-beam; millimeter-wave (mmW);
leaky-wave antenna (LWA)

Citation (IEEE Format): Y. J. He, J. C. Jiang, L. Zhang, et al.,“Leaky-wave antennas for 5G/B5G mobile communication systems: a sur⁃
vey,”ZTE Communications, vol. 18, no. 3, pp. 03–11, Sept. 2020. doi: 10.12142/ZTECOM.202003002.

1 Introduction

Due to the rapid growth of mobile data services, the ex⁃
isting spectrum resources can no longer meet the re⁃
quirements of mobile communication systems. In or⁃
der to increase the data transmission rate, a higher

carrier frequency must be used to provide greater bandwidth.
Since the millimeter-wave (mmW) frequency band has rich
spectrum resources which can provide greater bandwidth,
mmW antennas can be used in 5G/B5G mobile communica⁃

tion systems.
Unlike traditional 4G antennas, mmW antennas must have

the characteristics of low loss and high directivity to counter⁃
act the greater path loss of mmW propagation in free space.
The dimensions of mmW antennas are in the level of millime⁃
ters, which poses a challenge to their process technology.
Thus, the 5G/B5G mmW antennas should be designed as sim⁃
ply as possible. In addition, 5G/B5G mmW antennas should
also have the characteristic of broadband to support 5G/B5G
high data rate transmissions.
Generally, antenna arrays are used to generate highly direc⁃

tional beams. However, in mmW systems, the feeding network
of an array antenna significantly increases the system com⁃
plexity and brings additional loss to the system. Phased⁃array
antennas have the characteristics of electrically controlled

DOI: 10.12142/ZTECOM.202003002

https://kns.cnki.net/kcms/detail/34.1294.
TN.20200909.1435.004.html, published
online September 10, 2020

Manuscript received: 2020-06-16

This work is supported in part by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China (NSFC) under Grants 62071306 and 61801299, in part by the Mobil⁃
ity Program for Taiwan Young Scientists under Grant RW2019TW001, and
in part by Shenzhen Science and Technology Program under Grants
GJHZ20180418190529516 and JSGG20180507183215520.
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beam-scanning and high directivity[1]. In Ref. [2], the design
considerations and solutions of mmW phased ⁃ array antennas
applied to 5G smartphones are discussed in detail. Multi-
beam antennas[3–4] can simultaneously generate multiple
beams with the high directivity, where each beam covers a pre⁃
determined angular range. In Ref. [5], the applicability of
multi-beam antennas for 5G mobile communications and relat⁃
ed challenges are introduced. However, phased ⁃ array anten⁃
nas and multi-beam antennas have complex feeding networks,
which is not conducive to massive production. Since leaky-
wave antennas (LWAs) have the advantages of high directivi⁃
ty, low loss, and structural simplicity, they are expected to be
an effective solution for 5G/B5G mmW antennas.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the classifi⁃

cation and design methods of LWAs are introduced. Section 3
describes the latest research progress of LWAs for 5G/B5G
mobile communication systems. Section 4 presents the chal⁃
lenges and future research directions of LWAs for 5G/B5G mo⁃
bile communication systems. Finally, we draw the conclusions
in Section 5.

2 Classification and Design Methods of LWAs
LWAs are based on guided wave structures and can continu⁃

ously radiate along their guided wave structures. Since LWAs
have a large radiation aperture and do not require a complicat⁃
ed feeding network, their structures are very simple and they
have the characteristics of low loss and high directivity.
2.1 Classification of LWAs
Generally, LWAs can be categorized into three types, name⁃

ly uniform LWAs, periodic LWAs and quasi-uniform LWAs[6].
A uniform LWA has a constant cross section along its guid⁃

ed wave structure. Since its fundamental mode is a fast wave
(β0< k0), it can radiate when its guided wave structure is open.When a uniform LWA is fed, its main beam scans from end⁃
fire direction to broadside direction as frequency increases.
However, in most practical designs, the beam of a uniform
LWA cannot scan to endfire or broadside direction. As shown
in Fig. 1[7], it is difficult for a slotted air-filled rectangular
waveguide LWA to scan to broadside direction since the oper⁃
ating frequency corresponds to the cut-off frequency of the
waveguide. It is also difficult for a slotted air-filled rectangu⁃
lar waveguide LWA to scan to endfire direction since the long
slot of the rectangular waveguide is equivalent to a magnetic
current source, and the endfire direction corresponds to the ra⁃
diation zero point of the magnetic current source.
Compared with uniform LWAs, the fundamental mode of a

periodic LWA is a slow wave. Thus, even if its guided wave
structure is open, it cannot radiate. However, since a periodic
LWA introduces periodic modulations along its guided wave
structure, an infinite number of space harmonics[8–9] are gener⁃
ated in the guided wave structure of the periodic LWA, where

each space harmonic has a phase constant
βn = β0 + 2πn/p , (1)

where β0 is the fundamental mode phase constant of the peri⁃odic LWA (slightly different from the fundamental mode
phase constant when there is no periodic modulations), n is
the harmonic order, and p is the period length. Although the
fundamental mode of a periodic LWA is a slow wave, it is pos⁃
sible to obtain a space harmonic (usually the first space har⁃
monic) that is a fast wave by designing a certain period length.
As shown in Fig. 2, a rectangular dielectric rod with periodic
metal strips is a classic example of periodic LWAs[10]. Com⁃
pared with the uniform LWA, the main advantage of a periodic
LWA is that its phase constant can be negative (for example,
β-1< k0), thus allowing its beam scan from backward to for⁃
ward. However, due to the open stop band of periodic struc⁃
tures, the performance of a periodic LWA significantly deterio⁃
rates when its beam is scanned close to the broadside direc⁃
tion[8–9]. The reason is that the period length is equal to the
fundamental mode guided wavelength of the periodic LWA at
the frequency corresponding to the open stop band. Thus, the

▲Figure 2. A rectangular dielectric rod with periodic metal strips.

▲Figure 1. A slotted air-filled rectangular waveguide.
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reflections from all periodic elements are superposed in phase
so that most of the energy is reflected back to the input port of
the periodic LWA. In recent years, many articles have pro⁃
posed various methods to suppress the open stop band of peri⁃
odic LWAs[11–16].
Similar to periodic LWAs, a quasi-uniform LWA also intro⁃

duces periodic modulation along its guided wave structure.
Thus, it can also generate infinite space harmonics. However,
the fundamental mode of the quasi-uniform LWA is a fast
wave like uniform LWAs, and its period length is selected to
be small enough to ensure that radiation only comes from the
fundamental mode. Thus, the period length of a uniform LWA
does not directly determine the radiation mode. However, peri⁃
odic modulations can be used to control the attenuation con⁃
stant of leaky mode. A classic example of quasi-uniform
LWAs is shown in Fig. 3, where it radiates by a series of
closely spaced periodic holes which are on the side wall of an
air⁃filled rectangular waveguide[17]. Compared with the slotted
air-filled rectangular waveguide LWA[7], this design can pro⁃
vide a smaller attenuation constant since periodic holes can⁃
not completely cut the current lines on the side wall of the
rectangular waveguides. However, the long slot of the side
wall of the rectangular waveguides in Fig. 1 cuts the current
lines.
2.2 Design Methods of LWAs
LWAs can be designed by the microstrip line[18–23] and sub⁃

strate integrated waveguide (SIW) [24–29]. Their radiation char⁃
acteristics are determined by the phase constants and attenua⁃
tion constants where the phase constants determine their
beam directions and the attenuation constants determine their
beam widths. The beam direction of an LWA can be approxi⁃
mated as
θ = arcsin (β/k0 ) , (2)

where θ is the angle measured from the broadside direction, β
is the phase constant of the LWA, and k0 is the propagation

constant of free space. The guided wave structure of an LWA
is dispersive, which means that its phase constant does not
change linearly with frequency, resulting in β/k0 to changewith frequency. Thus, the beam of an LWA will be scanned
with frequency. We can obtain the required beam-scanning
range by controlling the phase constant of an LWA. The beam
width Δθ of an LWA can be approximated as
Δθ = 2(α/k0 )/sin (θ ) , (3)

where α is the attenuation constant. We can obtain a narrow
beam by designing a small attenuation. The reason is that an
LWA with small attenuation needs a long guided wave struc⁃
ture to fully radiate energy, and the long guided wave struc⁃
ture means that the effective radiation aperture is large.
Uniform LWAs use their fundamental mode to radiate.

When designing a uniform LWA, we must first determine
which waveguide will be used. The required operating band
and phase constant of a uniform LWA can be obtained by se⁃
lecting the geometry and material of its waveguide. As shown
in Fig. 1, the width and height of the rectangular are used to
determine its operating band and phase constant. By adjusting
the geometry of the slot, the attenuation constant can be con⁃
trolled to obtain the required beam width. Quasi-uniform
LWAs are similar to uniform LWAs, except that quasi-uniform
LWAs introduce periodic disturbances such as the periodic
holes. As shown in Fig. 3, the attenuation constant of the rect⁃
angular waveguide can be controlled by adjusting the geome⁃
try and spacing of the holes to obtain the required beam width.
Since the fundamental mode of a periodic LWA is a slow

wave, periodic modulation needs to be introduced to allow it to
radiate. Periodic modulations will introduce infinite space har⁃
monics and the phase constant of each space harmonic can be
expressed as βn = β0 + 2πn/p. It can be seen that even if itsfundamental mode is a slow wave, we can also obtain a space
harmonic which is a fast wave. Usually the first space harmon⁃
ic is used to radiate and its phase constant can be expressed
as β-1 = β0 - 2π/p. By properly selecting the period length,an operating band, where the first space harmonic wave is a
fast wave and the rest of the harmonics waves are slow waves,
can be obtained. Within this operating frequency band, con⁃
trollable single beam radiation can be achieved. Fig. 2 shows
a classic periodic LWA. Its guided wave structure is a rectan⁃
gular dielectric rod. The width and height of the dielectric rod
are a and b, respectively, and the dielectric constant is ϵr. thefundamental mode phase constant β0 of the dielectric rod canbe determined by these parameters. By properly selecting the
period length of the periodic metal strips, a specified operat⁃
ing frequency band with the first harmonic being the fast wave
and the remaining harmonics being the slow waves can be ob⁃
tained, thereby obtaining the designated single beam-scanning
range within the designated operating frequency band. By ad⁃
justing the geometry of the metal strip, the attenuation con⁃▲Figure 3. An air-filled rectangular waveguide with closely spaced pe⁃

riodic holes.
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stant can be controlled to obtain the specified beam width.

3 Latest Research Progress of LWAs for 5G/
B5G Mobile Communication systems

3.1 Broadband Fixed Beam LWAs
The characteristic of frequency beam-scanning makes the

pattern bandwidth (3 dB bandwidth of fixed direction radiated
power density) of LWAs very narrow. The 5G/B5G antennas
as devices for receiving and transmitting electromagnetic sig⁃
nals should have the characteristic of broadband to obtain
high data rate transmissions. In order to improve the pattern
bandwidth of LWAs, various methods to reduce or completely
cancel the dispersion characteristics of LWAs have been pro⁃
posed[30–36].
In Ref. [30], an LWA loaded with a Huygens metasurface is

proposed, which works in the X-band. As shown in Fig. 4, by
loading a Huygens matasurface above a coplanar waveguide
(CPW) LWA, the frequency beam squint of the LWA can be
effectively reduced. This reduction is due to the frequency de⁃
pendence of the metasurface. In Ref. [31], an LWA loaded
with a prism is proposed, which is integrated on a dielectric
board. By loading a prism with complementary dispersion
characteristics on the radiation aperture of the LWA, the fre⁃
quency beam squint of the LWA can be eliminated. The oper⁃
ating principle is illustrated in Fig. 5. The LWA has a 20% 3
dB pattern bandwidth, and in the frequency range of 35 GHz
to 40 GHz, the steering of the main radiation direction is only
±0.5°.
In Ref. [32], a low-dispersion LWA based on groove gap

waveguide[33] technology is proposed. Similar to Ref. [31], a
prism with complementary dispersion characteristics is used
to reduce frequency beam squint. The difference is that by us⁃
ing low-loss groove gap waveguide
technology, higher gain and radiation
efficiency are obtained in the frequen⁃
cy band of 11.4 GHz to 13.4 GHz. Fig.
6 shows the structure of this LWA. In
Ref. [34], a hybrid dispersion compen⁃
sation method is proposed to reduce
the frequency beam squints of LWAs.
It can be seen as a combination of
Refs. [30] and [32]. Fig. 7 illustrates
the operating principles of the LWA
when only the metasurface is loaded
and when the complementary lens and
metasurface are simultaneously load⁃
ed. Compared with Ref. [32], by load⁃
ing a gradient metasurface in front of
the radiation aperture of the lens, the
dimension of the compensation lens is
reduced to a quarter of that in Ref.

CPW: coplanar waveguide LWA: leaky-wave antenna
▲Figure 4. A CPW LWA with a Huygens metasurface.

▲Figure 5. Operating principle of a prism to eliminate beam squinting
of leaky-wave antennas.

▲Figure 6. Low-dispersion leaky-wave antenna (LWA) in groove-gap waveguide technology[32].
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[32] and the beam direction can be customized.
In Ref. [35], a low-dispersion LWA operating in the 60 GHz

band is proposed. Similar to Ref. [32], the frequency beam
squint of the LWA is reduced by loading a lens with comple⁃
mentary dispersion characteristics on the radiation aperture of
the LWA. The difference is that the electromagnetic band gap
structure, leakage structure, and lens structure are all imple⁃
mented with metal periodic round holes, as shown in Fig. 8.
Thus, the solution in Ref. [35] has higher cost-efficiency and a
more stable manufacturing process. Ref. [36] is based on the
design ideas of Ref. [32]. Compared with Ref. [32], it discuss⁃

es how to simultaneously obtain low side lobes and low disper⁃
sion characteristics. In addition, it is confirmed that an LWA
loaded with a complementary dispersion lens can simultane⁃
ously generate dual beams. In Ref. [36], two low-dispersion
LWAs that operate in the 60 GHz band are designed. These
two antennas use symmetric and asymmetric structures, re⁃
spectively. The asymmetric structure can obtain the optimal
side lobes and the symmetric structure can simultaneously ob⁃
tain two stable beams. Both LWAs can obtain 20% bandwidth
when the beam tilt angle is within ±0.5°. In the operating fre⁃
quency band, the gains obtained by the asymmetric and sym⁃
metric structures are stable at 17 dBi and 15 dBi, respective⁃
ly. A comparison of the broadband fixed beam LWAs intro⁃
duced above is given in Table 1.
3.2 Frequency⁃Fixed Beam⁃Scanning LWAs
5G mmW antennas should have high directivity to counter⁃

act the greater path loss of mmW propagation in free space.
However, the disadvantage of a highly directional beam is that
its beam width becomes narrower, resulting in a smaller cover⁃
age area. Using an LWA with frequency-fixed beam-scanning
capability can improve beam coverage.
In Ref. [37], a frequency-fixed circularly polarized beam-

scanning LWA is proposed. The unit cells of the LWA are
composed of a varactor diode and a subwavelength square
patch. As shown in Fig. 9, changing the capacitance of the
varactor diode can control the dispersion behavior of the
LWA. By adding different bias voltages, the capacitance of the
varactor diode can be changed, thereby realizing electronical⁃
ly controlled frequency-fixed beam-scanning. In Ref. [38], an
LWA composed of corrugated microstrip lines with triangular
modulation surface impedance is proposed (Fig. 10). Due to
the periodic modulation of the surface impedance, the guided
waves propagating on the microstrip line can be effectively
converted into leaky waves. By adding different bias voltages,
the capacitance of the varactor diode can be changed, thereby
controlling the surface impedance of the corrugated microstrip
line. Different surface impedances correspond to different dis⁃
persion behaviors, thus, the electronically controlled beam-
scanning of the LWA can be achieved by changing the bias
voltage. This LWA can reach a beam-scanning range of 45° at
each frequency from 5.5 to 5.8 GHz.
In Ref. [39], a frequency-fixed beam-scanning LWA based

on a corrugated substrate integrated waveguide is proposed.
Fig. 11 shows its structure. The unit cells of the LWA consist
of a rectangular ring slot and a metallic via connected to the
ground. The rectangular ring slot is loaded by four varactor di⁃
odes. By adjusting the direct current (DC) bias voltage, the se⁃
ries and shunt capacitance of the varactor diodes can be con⁃
trolled. Thus, the dispersion behaviors of the LWA can be con⁃
trolled by the DC bias voltages to obtain electronically con⁃
trolled frequency-fixed beam-scanning. In Ref. [40], a compos⁃
ite right/left-hand (CRLH) microstrip LWA enabling frequen⁃
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▲Figure 7. Operating principles of LWAs (a) loaded with metasurface
and (b) loaded with both metasurface and compensation lens.
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cy-fixed electronically controlled beam-scanning in the fre⁃
quency band of 4.75 GHz to 5.25 GHz is designed. Fig. 12
shows its structure. By loading two sets of varactor diodes,
the circuit parameters of the CRLH microstrip LWA can be
controlled to change its dispersion behavior. Thus, by adding
different amplitudes bias voltages to change the capacitance
of the varactor diodes, the electronically controlled frequen⁃
cy-fixed beam-scanning can be achieved. The measured re⁃
sults show that it can achieve beam-scanning from − 37° to
32° at 5 GHz and from −15° to 34° at 5.25 GHz.
In Ref. [41], a method is proposed to achieve frequency-

fixed beam-scanning by controlling the period lengths of peri⁃
odic LWAs. The designed antenna consists of a substrate inte⁃
grated waveguide with an H-shaped slot and two rows of patch

▼Table 1. Comparison of the broadband fixed beam LWAs

[30]
[31]
[32]

[34]

[35]

[36]

Antenna Type

LWA loaded with metasurface
LWA loaded with prism
LWA loaded with prism

LWA loaded with prism and
metasurface

LWA loaded with prism

LWA loaded with prism

Guided Wave Structure

Coplanar waveguide
Substrate integrated waveguide

Groove gap waveguide

Ridged gap waveguid

Groove gap waveguide

Groove gap waveguide

Advantage

• Simple structure
• Lightweight

• Easy to integrate with other circuits
• Low loss

• Custom beam direction
• Minituriazation

• Low side lobe level
• High cost-efficiency

• Stable manufacturing process

• Low side lobe level
• Dual beam radiation

Operating Frequencies/GHz

9.5–10.45
35–40
11.5–13
9.3–11.3(Radiating at an angle of 38.3°)
9.5–11.3(Radiating at an angle of −0.4°)
54.81–61.19(Glide-symmetric)
54.81–61.19(Mirror-symmetric)
54–66(Asymmetric)
54–66(Symmetric)

Max
Gain/dBi

5
8.5
16.5
15.7

15.2

16.5

17.5

17

15

Beam
Squinting/°

12
1
0.6
1.5

1.2

3.4

1.8

1

1
LWA: leaky-wave antenna

▲Figure 9. Dispersion curves corresponding to different capacitances
of the varactor diodes[37].

▲Figure 10. Corrugated microstrip leaky-wave antenna (LWA) loaded
with varactor diodes[38].

▲ Figure 11. Structure of the corrugated substrate integrated wave⁃
guide leaky-wave antenna (LWA)[39].
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elements. Two symmetrical dumbbell-shaped slots are etched
on the element. Fig. 13 shows the structure and equivalent cir⁃
cuit of the element. By controlling the operating state of each
patch element through the diode on the parasitic strip, the
LWA can obtain different effective period lengths at a frequen⁃
cy-fixed; thus, the frequency-fixed electronically controlled
beam-scanning capability can be obtained. The measured re⁃
sults show that the antenna can achieve 125° beam-scanning
range and the peak gain can reach 11.8 dBi. A comparison of
the frequency-fixed beam-scanning LWAs introduced above is
given in Table 2.

4 Challenges and Future Re⁃
search Directions of LWAs
Leaky-wave antennas play a very

important role in 5G/B5G mmW mo⁃
bile communication systems, especial⁃
ly affecting the performance of the en⁃
tire mobile communication systems. A
high-performance transceiver antenna
can significantly improve the commu⁃
nication quality. In order to obtain a
high gain beam to counteract the great⁃
er path loss of mmW propagation in
free space, 5G/B5G mmW antennas
should have the characteristics of high
directivity and low loss. In addition, in
order to improve the data transmission
rate, 5G/B5G mmW antennas should
also have a larger bandwidth. Based
on these requirements, both fixed-
beam and frequency-fixed beam-scan⁃
ning LWAs are still facing the chal⁃
lenges of low loss, simple structure
and broadband.
Since LWAs have the characteris⁃

tics of high directivity, low loss and
structural simplicity, they are very
suitable for designing mmW antennas.
However, due to the dispersion charac⁃
teristics of LWAs, their beams scan

with frequency. Thus, the 3 dB pattern bandwidths of LWAs
are very narrow, which is not conducive to high data rate trans⁃
mission for 5G/B5G mobile communication systems. How to
increase the pattern bandwidth of LWAs is a major challenge.
Some recent articles have proposed several methods of using
complementary metasurfaces or lenses to cancel the disper⁃
sion characteristics of LWAs. Although these methods effec⁃
tively improve the pattern bandwidth of LWAs, they make the
antenna structure larger and increase the complexity and loss⁃
es of LWAs. In addition, more complex structures are not con⁃

▼Table 2. Comparison of the frequency⁃fixed beam⁃scanning LWAs

[37]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]

Antenna Type
CRLH

Corrugated microstrip line
Corrugated SIW
Microstrip CRLH
Slotted SIW

Operating Principle
Manipulation on dispersion characteristic

Modulation on surface impedance
Manipulation on dispersion characteristic
Manipulation on dispersion characteristic

Reconfiguration of period length

Operating Frequencies/GHz
2.4

5.5–5.8
4.5
5
5.25
5

Max Gain/dBi
6.15
8
7.5
5.7
6.4
11.8

Beam Scanning Range/deg
40 to −17
−16 to 27
(at 5.8 GHz)
−40.66 to 31.32
−37 to 32
−15 to 34
−60 to 65

CRLH: composite right/left-hand LWA: leaky-wave antenna SIW: substrate integrated waveguide

▲Figure 12. Composite right/left-hand (CRLH) leaky-wave antenna (LWA) configuration[40]: (a) top
view of the patch layer; (b) bottom view of the ground layer; (c) bottom view of the biasing layer.
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ducive to cost efficiency. Thus, how to obtain a larger pattern
bandwidth without significantly increasing the complexity of
LWAs is an important research direction of LWAs.
The 5G/B5G mmW mobile communication system requires

an antenna with high directivity that also means a smaller cov⁃
erage area. Using LWA with frequency-fixed beam-scanning
capability can improve beam coverage. Recent articles have
introduced various methods to achieve frequency-fixed beam-
scanning, most of which use active circuits to control the dis⁃
persion characteristics of LWAs to achieve frequency-fixed
electronically controlled beam-scanning. Due to the introduc⁃
tion of active circuits, the loss will increase and the structures
become more complicated. How to overcome these problems is
another important research direction of LWAs. In addition,
most frequency-fixed beam-scanning LWAs can only be imple⁃
mented at one frequency or a narrow band. How to achieve fre⁃
quency-fixed beam-scanning in a broadband range is also a
major challenge for LWAs.

5 Conclusions
This paper reviews the recent research on LWAs for 5G/

B5G mobile communication systems. The structural character⁃
istics and radiation characteristics of uniform LWAs, quasi-
uniform LWAs and periodic LWAs are first introduced in de⁃
tail. The latest studies on broadband fixed-beam LWAs and

frequency-fixed beam-scanning LWAs
are then presented. The operating prin⁃
ciples and applicability to 5G/B5G mo⁃
bile communication systems of the
broadband fixed-beam LWAs and fre⁃
quency-fixed beam-scanning LWAs
are discussed. Future research direc⁃
tions on LWAs for 5G/B5G mobile
communication systems should be how
to obtain a larger pattern bandwidth
without significantly increasing the
complexity of LWAs and how to
achieve frequency-fixed beam-scan⁃
ning in a broadband range.
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Abstract: With the rapid development of mobile communication technology and the explosion
of data traffic, high capacity communication with high data transmission rate is urgently need⁃
ed in densely populated areas. Since multibeam antennas are able to increase the communica⁃
tion capacity and support a high data transmission rate, they have attracted a lot of research in⁃
terest and have been actively investigated for base station applications. In addition, since
multi-beam antennas based on Butler matrix (MABBMs) have the advantages of high gain,
easy design and low profile, they are suitable for base station applications. The purposes of
this paper is to provide an overview of the existing MABBMs. The specifications, principles of
operation, design method and implementation of MABBMs are presented. The challenge of
MABBMs for 3G/LTE/5G/B5G base station applications is discussed in the end.
Keywords: multi-beam antenna; base station application; Butler matrix; wideband antenna;
multi-band antenna
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1 Introduction

The high-capacity communication is urgently needed in
densely populated areas with the fast growth of mobile
communication technology and the development of da⁃
ta traffic. In order to increase the channel capacity for

mobile communications, two main typical methods are usually
employed. One is to improve the frequency bandwidth by em⁃
ploying wideband or multiband antennas[1–5], and the other is
to divide a sector into multiple ones by using multibeam anten⁃
nas[6–23]. Moreover, both the two methods, namely wideband/
multiband and multibeam operation, can be simultaneously
used to further enhance the communication capacity. For ex⁃
ample, to improve the capacity, a conventional sector base sta⁃
tion antenna can be replaced by a wideband or dual-band mul⁃
tibeam. In addition, as one of the key technologies of 5G com⁃

munications, the multi-beam antenna technology, widely em⁃
ployed for 3G/LTE/5G mobile communication and as a poten⁃
tial technology for B5G mobile communication, is able to pro⁃
vide high data transmission rate, improved signal-to-interfer⁃
ence-plus-noise ratio, increased spectral and energetic effi⁃
ciency, and versatile beam shaping[24].
To realize the design of a multibeam antenna, several typi⁃

cal methods have been employed. One approach is to employ
a reflector antenna. Multiple beams radiated at different an⁃
gles can be easily obtained by placing multiple feeds at differ⁃
ent positions in front of a reflector antenna[6–10]. Another meth⁃
od is to use a lens antenna[11–14]. When a lens is excited by
multiple feeds in different points, the propagation direction of
the electromagnetic wave can be changed by the focusing or
reflection function of the lens, thus generating multiple radia⁃
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tion beams[15–17]. However, reflector-based and lens-based
multibeam antennas suffer from large dimensions, which are
generally suitable for millimeter wave frequencies, while not
suitable for sub 6 GHz base station applications. Since multi-
beam antennas fed by Butler matrix have advantages of high
gain, low profile and simple structure [18–24], they are expected
to be an effective solution of multi-beam antenna for 3G/LTE/
5G/B5G mobile communication systems.
In this paper, the multi-beam antennas based on Butler ma⁃

trix (MABBM) technologies are reviewed. This paper is orga⁃
nized as follows. In Section 2, the specifications for base sta⁃
tion applications are discussed. In Section 3, the principles of
operation and design approach of MABBMs are provided. Sec⁃
tion 4 discusses the latest research progress of MABBMs for
mobile communication systems. Section 5 presents the chal⁃
lenges and Section 6 gives the conclusions.
2 Specifications for Base-Station Applications
For practical base station applications, several important

specifications of an MABBM should be required. The first one
is that the multiple beams need to exhibit stable 10 dB beam
width of around 120° in the horizontal plane to realize good
coverage. The second specification is that the cross level be⁃
tween adjacent beams is required to be around − 10 dB for
good communication, as observed in Fig. 1. If it is too high,
the signals from two sectors will overlap, which will cause con⁃
tinual handoff. On the contrary, the good coverage is not guar⁃
anteed if the cross level is too low. The third specification is
that the side lobe and grating lobe for each beam should be
suppressed in a low level, to reduce signal interference with
neighbor beams. Therefore, MABBMs with such performances
over a multiple frequency or wide frequency band are in ur⁃
gent need to meet the application requirements of base sta⁃

tions in densely populated areas.
3 Design Principle and Method of MABBMs
As a kind of passive multiport network, Butler matrix[25–27]

has advantages of multiple phase differences, low loss, low
profile and simple structure, which has been widely employed
as antenna feeding network for multi-beam radiation. When an
N × M Butler matrix is connected to an antenna array with M
elements, N independent beams with different directions can
be produced as the input ports are excited simultaneously.
The principles of operation and design method of multi-beam
antennas based on Butler matrix are described in detail below.
3.1 Principles of Operation for MABBMs
The beam-scanning theory of the antenna array is used to

analyze the working mechanism of an antenna array for gener⁃
ating multi-beam radiation, which can be employed to guide
the comprehensive design of MABBMs. According to the com⁃
prehensive theory of antenna array[28], the beam-scanning an⁃
gle θ0 of a linear antenna array can be calculated as follows.
θ0 = arcsin ( - φλ2πd ), (1)

where φ and d represent the phase difference and spacing be⁃
tween adjacent elements respectively, and λ represents the
wavelength associated with the working frequency in vacu⁃
um, with the schematic diagram shown in Fig. 2. According
to Eq. (1), it is seen that the beam-scanning direction of the
antenna array is determined by the wavelength λ correspond⁃
ing to the operating frequency of the antenna, the phase dif⁃
ference φ and the spacing d between adjacent elements.
When the working frequency and spacing are selected, the

▲Figure 1. Tri-sector base station scenario.
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beam-scanning direction of the array is only determined by
the phase difference of adjacent elements, and different phase
differences produce different beam-scanning directions.
Therefore, when multiple signals with different phase differ⁃
ences excite an antenna array simultaneously, the antenna ar⁃
ray can radiate multiple beams with different directions, realiz⁃
ing multi-beam radiation.

Fig. 3 shows the radiation pattern of a three-beam antenna
array fed by a 3 × 5 Butler matrix at 2.2 GHz. The element is
a half-wavelength electric dipole, and the spacing between ele⁃
ments is 75 mm. The excitation of the array has equal ampli⁃
tude and phase differences of −120º, 0º, +120º. It can be seen
that 3 beams with different directions have been successfully
produced for the MABBM.
3.2 Design Method of MABBMs
In practical applications, the multi-beam radiation of the

MABBMs includes two types: multiple beams in the horizontal
plane or in the vertical plane[29–30], and 2D multiple beams in
both horizontal and vertical planes[31–33]. In order to simplify
the analysis without loss of generality, this paper provides the

design method of MABBMs with multiple beams in the hori⁃
zontal plane. Another type of 2D MABBMs can be designed in
a similar way. Generally, a 1D MABBM is mainly formed by
an M × L array, N × M Butler matrices and L-way power divid⁃
ers，as shown in Figs. 4a，4b and 4c respectively. The design
steps of the MABBM can be summarized as follows.
Step 1: Implementing N × M Butler matrix. Firstly, the num⁃

bers (N) of radiation beams of an MABBM and input ports of
Butler matrix are determined. The communication capacity is
associated with the number of radiation beams, with greater
number of radiation beams providing more capacity. The num⁃
ber of radiation beams is obtained by the communication ca⁃
pacity required, which is equal to the number of input ports of
Butler matrix. Then the numbers (M) of the output ports of the
Butler matrix, and the amplitude and phase difference of the
Butler matrix are determined by the side lobe level required
for each beam. On the basis above, the N × M Butler matrix is
designed，which will meet the bandwidth, amplitude and
phase difference requirements.
Step 2: Designing M × L array. The number (M) of elements

in the horizontal plane of the array is equal to the number of the
output ports of the Butler matrix, and the number (L) of the ele⁃
ments in the vertical plane is determined by the required gain.
In addition, the spacing between adjacent elements in the hori⁃
zontal plane plays an important role in the coverage area of the
multiple beams and cross level between adjacent beams, which
should be carefully selected. On this basis, the antenna element
is designed，which will meet the requirement of the needed
bandwidth and then the required M × L array is implemnted.
Step 3: Implementing the MABBM. The output port of each

power splitter is connected to the antenna element in the verti⁃
cal plane through 50 Ω coaxial cables firstly, and then the in⁃
put port of each power splitter is connected to the output port
of the Butler matrix through 50 Ω coaxial cables for imple⁃
menting the proposed multi-beam antenna.
4 Latest Research Progress of MABBMs for
Base-Station Applications
Recently, various MABBMs have been proposed for mobile

communication applications. In Ref. [34], a compact dual-▲Figure 3. Radiation pattern of three-beam antenna array.
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band two-beam 4 × 8 antenna array with dual polarizations for
base station applications is proposed. It consists of two 4 × 4
subarrays operating at 3G (1 710–2 170 MHz) and long term
evolution (LTE) (2 490–2 690 MHz) bands. For size miniatur⁃
ization, the elements of the two 4 × 4 subarrays are inter⁃
leaved with each other, as shown in Fig. 5a. The mutual cou⁃
pling between the elements operating at different bands is sup⁃
pressed by using filtering antennas[35] with out-of-band radia⁃
tion suppression. To obtain stable two-beam radiation patterns
within the two operating bands, the beam-forming networks
with little magnitude and phase imbalances are specially de⁃
signed for each band. The configuration of the beam-forming
network is illustrated in Fig. 5b. It is composed of one 2 × 4
Butler matrix and four filtering power dividers (PDs).The array
exhibits a stable 10 dB beam width around 120° in the azi⁃
muth plane within the two entire bands, and the two-beam ra⁃
diation patterns satisfy the coverage requirement of 120° in
the azimuth plane for base station applications. Additionally,
16.4 dBi/15.5 dBi peak gains and around −10 dB cross levels

at the junction of two beams are achieved within the two oper⁃
ating bands.
In Ref. [36], a wideband dual-polarized 4 × 6 antenna array

with two beams for base station applications is provided. It
consists of three 4 × 2 subarrays, with the configuration shown
in Fig. 6a. To obtain ±45° dual-polarized radiation, a wide⁃
band crossed dipole is employed as a basic element. For each
4 × 2 subarray, the lower and upper 4 × 1 subarrays are mis⁃
aligned in the horizontal plane. In this way, the 4 × 2 subarray
is equivalent to an 8 × 1 subarray with a half of adjacent ele⁃
ment spacing, resulting in good grating-lobe suppression. To
achieve stable two-beam radiation with low side lobe over a
wide frequency band, specific wideband beam-forming net⁃
works with little magnitude and phase imbalances are de⁃
signed. The diagram of the beam-forming network is plotted in
Fig. 6b. It consists of two 1-to-2 power dividers, two − 45°
phase shifters (PSs), two 2 × 4 Butler matrices (BMs) and
eight 1-to-3 power dividers. Moreover, the adjacent element
spacing is optimized to obtain a stable 10 dB beam width

around 120° , thus satisfying the coverage
requirement of 120° in the horizontal plane
for base station applications. The array ex⁃
hibits two beams with a stable 10 dB beam
width around 120° in the horizontal plane
and around −10 dB cross level between two
beams. The impedance bandwidth is mea⁃
sured to be 56.1% (1.64– 2.92 GHz) for
voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) <1.5
and horizontally side-lobe and grating-lobe
levels of the two beams are measured to be
better than 18 dB.
In Ref. [37], broad band three-beam an⁃

tenna arrays based on Butler matrices are
presented, which are employed to increase
the capacity of 3G/LTE base stations. The
essential part of the three-beam arrays is a
wideband 3 × 3 Butler matrix, which is
formed by quadrature couplers and fixed
wideband phase shifters. Wideband quadra⁃
ture and phase shifters are implemented by
strip lines. To achieve the suitable beam
width and the required crossed level be⁃
tween adjacent beams, beam-forming net⁃
works consisting of augmented 3 × 3 Butler
matrices and power dividers are proposed to
expand the number of output ports from
three to five or six, as shown in Figs. 7a and
7b respectively. Dual-polarized, three-beam
antenna arrays with five and six elements
covering 3G/LTE band are developed with
good impedance matching, high isolation be⁃
tween beams, and three-beam radiation in
the horizontal plane over the wide frequen⁃▲Figure 5. Dual-band two-beam antenna in Ref. [34]. (a) Elements distribution of the inter⁃

leaved configuration; (b) Beam forming network diagram.
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cy band of 1.7–2.7 GHz.
In Ref. [38], a compact four-beam slot antenna array fed by

a dual-layer 4 × 8 Butler matrix with side lobe level suppres⁃
sion by substrate integrated waveguide technology is pro⁃
posed. To address the excessive crossovers in the classic 4 × 8
Butler matrix, a novel dual-layer configuration is proposed,
which is formed by a 4 × 4 Butler matrix and an amplitude ta⁃
per, as illustrated in Fig. 8a. The 4 × 4 Butler matrix is em⁃
ployed to provide four outputs with equal powers and desired

phases, and the amplitude taper is used to convert the four out⁃
puts with equal power divisions into eight outputs with un⁃
equal power distributions for reducing side lobe level. The pro⁃
posed topology of the 4 × 8 Butler matrix is employed to re⁃
duce the required crossovers from original five sets to merely
one set. Therefore, the 4 × 8 Butler matrix can be significantly
simplified to achieve better compactness. Finally, a slot anten⁃
na array with eight elements is fed by the proposed BM to pro⁃
duce four-beam radiation with low side lobe level, with the

4 × 2 subarray Ⅰ

4 × 2 subarray Ⅱ

4 × 2 subarrayⅢ
4×1 subarrayⅥ

4×1 subarrayⅣ
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21 22 23 24

17 18 19 20

13 14 15 16
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5 6 7 8

1 2 3 4
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▲Figure 6. Wideband two-beam antenna in Ref. [36].

▲Figure 7. Three-beam antennas with (a) five elements and (b) six elements in Ref. [37].
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simulated model and prototype as shown in Fig. 8b.
To further increase the communication capacity, a modified

topology of a 2D multibeam antenna array[39] fed by a passive
beamforming network is proposed by introducing two sets of
vertical interconnections into the conventional array configura⁃
tion. Different from the traditional design, the proposed array
structure shown in Fig. 9 can be integrated into multi-layered
planar substrates conveniently, which has
advantages of low loss characteristics, ease
of realization, and low fabrication cost for
millimeter wave applications. A 4 × 4 mul⁃
tibeam antenna array that can generate 16
beams is then designed. The proposed ar⁃
ray configuration provides a new means to
implement the relatively large size 2D mul⁃
tibeam antenna arrays with planar passive
beamforming networks, which would be at⁃
tractive for future millimeter wave wireless
systems used for 5G/B5G communications.
5 Challenges of MABBMs
With the rapid development of mobile

communication technology, mobile commu⁃
nication systems are developing towards
the trend of broad frequency band, multi⁃
ple frequency bands, miniaturization, and
low cost, which leads to the following chal⁃
lenges for MABBMs.

(1) Design of Wideband or Multi-band MABBMs
In the 5G/B5G era, mobile communication systems such as

2G, 3G, 4G, 5G and B5G will coexist for a long time in the fu⁃
ture. In order to comply with the development trend of mobile
communication, reduce the number of antennas, and improve
the utilization of space resources and spectrum resources, an
MABBM is required to cover multiple communication frequen⁃

Figure 9. Configuration of the planar 2D multibeam antenna array in Ref. [39].

▲Figure 8. Four-beam array in Ref. [38].

(b) Simulated model and fabricated prototype of the four-beam array(a) Dual-layer 4 × 8 Butler matrix
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cy bands. Therefore, a broadband or multi-band MABBM with
good impedance matching, high beam isolation, and excellent
side lobe suppression is a major challenge.
(2) Miniaturization of MABBMs
Miniaturized MABBMs can not only reduce the spacing of

mobile communication system, but also decrease the associat⁃
ed cost. In order to achieve miniaturization of MABBMs, it is
necessary to narrow the distance between antenna elements
and reduce the size of the Butler matrix. This would introduce
strong electromagnetic coupling and radiation interference,
causing problems such as deterioration of beam solation and
distortion of radiation pattern. Therefore, miniaturization of a
MABBM with good electrical performance and radiation per⁃
formance is another challenge.
6 Conclusions
In summary, the MABBM technologies have been reviewed

in this paper. The specifications for base station applications,
principles of operation, design and implementation of MABBMs
are presented, and the latest research progress on broadband or
multi-band MABBMs is analyzed. Even though a few related
challenges remain to be solved, the full MABBM is regarded as
a promising pathway towards the realization of high-perfor⁃
mance 3G/LTE/5G/B5G mobile communication systems.
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Abstract: A novel phased array antenna consisting of 256 elements is presented and experi⁃
mentally verified for 5G millimeter-wave wireless communications. The antenna integrated
with a wave control circuit can perform real-time beam scanning by reconfiguring the phase
of an antenna unit. The unit, designed at 28 GHz using a simple patch structure with one
PIN diode, can be electronically controlled to generate 1 bit phase quantization. A prototype
of the antenna is fabricated and measured to demonstrate the feasibility of this approach.
The measurement results indicate that the antenna achieves high gain and fast beam-steer⁃
ing, with the scan beams within ±60° range and the maximum gain up to 21.7 dBi. Further⁃
more, it is also tested for wireless video transmission. In ZTE Shanghai, the antenna was
used for the 5G New Radio (NR) test. The error vector magnitude (EVM) is less than 3%
and the adjacent channel leakage ratio (ACLR) less than −35 dBc, which can meet 5G sys⁃
tem requirements. Compared with the conventional phased array antenna, the proposed
phased array has the advantages of low power consumption, low cost and conformal geome⁃
try. Due to these characteristics, the antenna is promising for wide applications in 5G milli⁃
meter-wave communication systems.
Keywords: 5G mobile communications; millimeter wave; phased array antenna
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1 Introduction

5G wireless communication systems are actively tested
and deployed worldwide now. They are supposed to
enable extremely fast communication speed of up to
10 Gbit/s[1–2]. Compared with 1G to 4G wireless com⁃

munications, 5G systems are mostly concerned with the
channel capacity, power consumption, and system cost.
They provide multiple application scenarios, such as en⁃
hanced mobile broadband (eMBB), ultra-reliable and low-
latency communications (uRLLC), and massive machine
type communications (mMTC). 5G will affect every aspect

of our lives, implementing the virtual reality (VR), Internet
of Things (IoT), smart home, and so on. A lot of challenges
need to be overcome to realize the above goals, including
those in the transmission network.
Antennas are critical components in 5G wireless transmis⁃

sion networks[3]. While a lot of efforts have been devoted to an⁃
tenna designs in mobile devices, here we focus on antennas on
base stations. Gain and coverage are two critical requirements
for base station antennas; however, they contradict each other:
a higher gain results in a narrower beamwidth and hence a lim⁃
ited coverage area. To solve this problem, multiple beams and
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beam scanning techniques, usually realized by phase array an⁃
tennas, provide a feasible solution.
This paper presents a novel phased array antenna operat⁃

ing at 28 GHz for 5G wireless communications. The phased
array design method is introduced first, and the element and
array configuration are discussed next. The measured re⁃
sults of the antenna array and the communication test of 1
transmitter-1 reciever (1T-1R) and 1 transmitter-2 recievers
(1T-2R) systems are presented to demonstrate the promising
potential of the proposed mm-wave phased array for 5G sys⁃
tems. In addition, the antenna was used for the 5G NR test
of ZTE Shanghai, which shows good performance in the er⁃
ror vector magnitude (EVM) and adjacent channel leakage
ratio (ACLR).

2 Design Methods for
Phased Arrays
To achieve the beam scan⁃

ning capability in an anten⁃
na array, the excitation
phase of each element needs
to be tunable in order to
form a coherent phase front
at the desired beam direc⁃
tion. As shown in Fig. 1, the
phase control method is the
key point in the design of
phased arrays and two differ⁃
ent methods can achieve
phased arrays.
The major trend in phased

array development is based
on the microwave and milli⁃
meter⁃wave integrated cir⁃
cuit (MMIC) technology. The
phase control function is re⁃
alized from the antenna ele⁃
ment“downward”and a rep⁃
resentative device is a trans⁃
mit/receive module connect⁃
ed to each element. This cir⁃
cuit approach has a lot of ad⁃
vantages, such as excellent
radiation performance and
flexible radiation beam; how⁃
ever, the power efficiency,
antenna weight, and system
cost are major concerns, es⁃
pecially for those large-scale
and high-frequency phased
arrays.
A novel alternative ap⁃

proach is to move the phase control function“upward”from
antenna element and an example is a reconfigurable reflective
surface. As shown in Fig. 2, when electromagnetic wave im⁃
pinges on this surface, an additional reflection phase is added
upon reflection, which can be tuned by active components
such as PIN diodes and varactor diodes. In this field ap⁃
proach, both“radiation”and“phase control”functions are in⁃
tegrated onto the surface. This new approach has attracted
growing interests because of its high efficiency, conformal ge⁃
ometry, feasibility for millimeter-wave and tera hertz opera⁃
tion, and low system cost.
The phased array using the field approach consists of three

major components: a reconfigurable surface, a control module,

▲Figure 1. Design approaches for phased array antennas: circuit approach using T/R modules and field ap⁃
proach using reconfigurable electromagnetic surfaces.

EM: electromagnetic T/R: transmit/receive

▲Figure 2. Structure of the novel phased array antenna.
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and a feeding structure[4–6].
An array of patch elements
are arranged on the surface,
and each element is integrat⁃
ed with control devices, such
as PIN diodes, varactor di⁃
odes, MEMS switches and
mechanic actuators. The sta⁃
tuses of these devices are de⁃
termined by a control mod⁃
ule, usually a Micro-control⁃
ler Unit (MCU) or a Field
Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) board. To transmit/
receive wave to/from the sur⁃
face, a feed structure is nec⁃
essary, which can be a horn
in the far field[7], a passive ar⁃
ray in the near field, or even
a constrained feed network
connected to the surface, as
shown in Fig. 3.

3 A Novel Mm-Wave
Phased Array An⁃
tenna Design and
Measurement

3.1 Electromagnetic Sur⁃
face Element
A phased electromagnetic

surface antenna operating at
28 GHz for 5G millimeter⁃
wave communications is de⁃
signed and tested. The ele⁃
ment geometry, array configu⁃
ration, and measurement re⁃
sults for both the antenna radi⁃
ation and system throughput
are presented in this section.

Fig. 4 shows the geometry of a reconfigurable element,
which consists of a patch layer, a ground layer, and a biasing
line layer. A PIN diode is connected to the patch to control its
reflection phase at 28 GHz. One side of the PIN diode is
grounded directly, and the other side is connected to a DC bi⁃
asing voltage through the patch and the biasing line. A fan-
shaped stub is used to isolate the DC and RF interference.
The element dimensions are listed in the caption of Fig. 4 and
the element is carefully designed to obtain a 180° phase differ⁃
ence between PIN On-Off statuses at 28 GHz. Moreover, the
reflection loss of the element is less than 1 dB at 28 GHz, as
shown in Fig. 5.

3.2 Phased Array Antenna Design
Based on element design and simulation, a phased array

consisting of 16 × 16 patch elements is designed. In space-fed
array designs, the reconfigurable reflective surface is usually
placed in the far-field region of the feed. The magnitude of in⁃
cident wave on the surface is related to the radiation pattern of
feed, as well as the spatial distance between the feed and each
element.
In this paper, a horn antenna is designed as the feed. The

−10 dB beam width of the feed is ±30° , so the chosen dis⁃
tance between the phase center of feed horn and the reflec⁃
tive surface is 66 mm to balance spillover efficiency and illu⁃
mination efficiency.

▲Figure 3. Various structures of reconfigurable EM surface: (a) reflectarray with horn antenna; (b) transmi⁃
tarray with horn antenna; (c) transmitarray with active module; (d) transmitarray with coupling network.

▲Figure 4. Geometry of a reconfigurable element designed at 28 GHz: p=5.35 mm; px=3.15 mm; py=3.025 mm;
h1=0.508 mm; h2=0.500 mm.
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For a reconfigurable reflective surface, the required com⁃
pensation phase ϕ rmn for the (m, n)th element is computed by
ϕ rmn = ϕ imn - k × u0 ×  rmn + Δϕ, (1)

where ϕ imn is the incident phase of the (m, n)th element, k is
the free space wavenumber, u0is the unit vector in the main
beam direction,  rmnis the position vector of the (m, n)th ele⁃
ment, and Δϕ is an additional optimized phase[8]. If we use re⁃
configurable elements with 360° full-phase coverage, the re⁃
quired compensation phase for each element will be continu⁃
ous. For a 1 bit phased array, there are only two-phase states
for each element and they are controlled by PIN On or Off.
Therefore, the required compensation phase should be quan⁃
tized. As simulated in Fig. 5 at 28 GHz, PIN Off means 130°
and PIN ON means −50°. We use Eq. (2) to quantize the con⁃
tinuous phase into 1 bit compensation phase.

ϕ rmn_quantized = {130∘, ϕ rmn _continous ∈ [ )40∘,220∘
-50∘, ϕ rmn _continous ∈ others . (2)

The phase distribution on the electromagnetic reflective sur⁃
face of the boresight beam is calculated, Fig. 6a shows the
continuous compensation phase and Fig. 6b shows the quan⁃
tized phase.
3.3 Phased Array Antenna Measurement
A phased array antenna prototype is built (Fig. 7). It con⁃

sists of 256 patch elements and each is individually controlled
by an FPGA board behind the array surface. A horn antenna
is designed as the feed for this antenna and the waveguide
structure minimizes the feed loss.
The antenna prototype is measured in an anechoic chamber

at Tsinghua University. Fig. 8a shows the measured patterns
at representative scanning angles: 0°, 15°, 30°, 45° and 60°,

▲Figure 5. Simulated results of element: (a) phase result; (b) magni⁃
tude result.

▲Figure 6. Boresight beam phase distribution on the electromagnetic
reflective surface: (a) continuous phase distribution; (b) 1 bit quantized
phase distribution.
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and Fig. 8b shows the measured gains of different scanning
beams. It is observed that by reconfiguring the elements’sta⁃
tuses on the surface, the antenna beam can be scanned to the
desired direction. In addition, the antenna is also measured
from 27 GHz to 29 GHz, which shows the −3 dB gain-band⁃
width of the phased array.
After measuring the phased array antenna, a wireless com⁃

munication system is also built. A National Instrument (NI)
millimeter-wave transceiver works at 28 GHz with a band⁃
width of 800 MHz. We use 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modula⁃
tion (64QAM) modulation cooperating with 7/8 turbo coding to
build two test scenarios for video data transmission: 1T-1R
and 1T-2R. The phased array produces one switching beam
for the 1T-1R test and dual beams for the 1T-2R test. The bit
rate of both scenarios can achieve up to 2.87 bit/s when the
distance between transmitter and reciever(s) is 6 m.
3.4 5G NR Measurement
In order to verify the communication performance of the

phased array in mm-Wave band, 5G NR measurement was
conducted in the chamber of ZTE Shanghai. Fig. 9 shows the
connections of NR test system.
As depicted in Fig. 9, the phased array acts as the transmit⁃

ter antenna, and the horn antenna connected with the spec⁃
trum analyzer acts as a receiver antenna. The EVM and ACLR
were measured by this system. EVM is usually used as a mark
to measure the linear performance of transmitter, as well as
the transmitter antenna. ACLR indicates interference of trans⁃
mission signal leakage to the same or similar communication
system. After tested by the ZTE 5G NR system, the EVM and

ACLR indices (Tables 1 and 2) show that the antenna can be
used in 5G wireless communications, and it provides compara⁃
ble performance to the existing products of ZTE.

4 Conclusions
The demand of phased array antennas for 5G millimeter-

▲Figure 7. Photo of a 256-element phased array prototype for 5G mm-
Wave communications.

▲Figure 8. Measured results of the 256-element phased array: (a) beam
scanning measurement at 28 GHz; (b) gain measurement at 28 GHz.

▲Figure 9. 5G New Radio (NR) test of the phased array.
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wave wireless communications has been increasing in recent
years. This paper introduces a novel phased array approach
using reconfigurable electromagnetic surface, which shows
good performance in wireless fast data transmission. A 1 bit
256-element phased array operating at 28 GHz band is thor⁃
oughly investigated with measurements. The measured beams
can scan ±60° and the maximum gain achieves up to 21.7 dBi.
The array also achieves dual beams for 1T-2R wireless video
transmission successfully. In addition, the array was tested for
5G NR system successfully and the EVM and ACLR indices
also show good performance. Because the array only uses PIN
diodes to control beam scanning, the power consumption is
very low when it provides comparable performance to conven⁃
tional phased arrays. The measured results show that the
phased array is suitable for base stations and have a promising
future for 5G millimeter-wave communication systems.
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▼Table 2. ACLR measurement results

Frequency/GHz
27.2
28
28.8

Flatness/dB
0.78
0.93
2.4

ACLR/dBc
−35.13
−35.8
−35.16

▼Table 1. EVM measurement results

Frequency/GHz
27.05
27.85
28.15
28.95

EVM/64QAM
2.97%
3.2%
2.5%
3%

ACLR: adjacent channel leakage ratio

64QAM: 64 Quadrature Amplitude Modulation EVM: error vector magnitude
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forfor 55G NRG NR

CHANG Su-Wei, LIN Chueh-Jen, TSAI Wen-Tsai, HUNG Tzu-Chieh, HUANG Po-Chia
(TMY Technology Inc., New Taipei City, Taiwan 235, China)

Abstract: For 5G new radio (NR), there are two frequency bands: Frequency Range 1 (FR⁃1)
(low frequency) and Frequency Range 2 (FR⁃2) (millimeter⁃wave frequency). Millimeter⁃wave
has been officially utilized in mobile applications. The wide bandwidth is the key for the milli⁃
meter-wave band. However, higher loss has become the major challenge for the wide use of
this frequency range. Antenna array and beamforming technologies have been introduced to
resolve the path loss and coverage problems. The key design considerations of the beamform⁃
ing antenna array are low loss, compact system and small size. Antenna-in-package (AiP) has
become the most attractive technology for millimeter-wave front-end system. For the design of
AiP, many parameters such as RF transition, material and heat need to be considered and de⁃
signed properly. The Over⁃the⁃Air (OTA) testing technology is also very critical for AiP mass
production. In this paper, the detail of AiP design and new OTA testing technology are dis⁃
cussed and demonstrated.
Keywords: 5G; antenna⁃in⁃package (AiP); beamforming; FR-2; millimeter⁃wave; new radio
(NR); phased-array; low temperature cofired ceramic (LTCC)
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1 Introduction

Antenna-in-package (AiP) is a technology that inte⁃
grates antennas along with the transceiver and power
dies into a system-in-package module. It has been
widely used in the millimeter-wave antenna array

such as 60 GHz gesture sensors, 77 GHz automobile radars,
94 GHz phased array, or even frequencies as high as 122 GHz
for imaging sensors and 300 GHz for wireless links. 5G milli⁃
meter-wave spectrum can promise sufficient bandwidth to pro⁃
vide the next⁃generation user experience and industrial appli⁃
cations by using millimeter-wave as the carrier frequencies.
The idea of AiP technology can be traced back to the 90s

when antenna designers had dedicated their time to minimiz⁃
ing the size of the antenna. In the meantime, another idea was
to integrate the antenna with the front-end system to achieve a
more compact system. At an early development stage, AiP was
developed together with Bluetooth technology. Later on, AiP
was widely implemented into millimeter-wave radar systems.
IBM, Intel, Samsung, Google, etc., have realized the AiP mod⁃
ules at 60 GHz, 77 GHz, and 94 GHz. Recently, 5G mobile
communications and terahertz technology are becoming more
and more important. Qualcomm has announced the world’s
first 28 GHz AiP module for cellphone[1]. Except for radar ap⁃
plications, 60 GHz is used for wireless communications of the
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IEEE 802.15.3c standard. Besides the AiP technology, anten⁃
na-on-chip (AoC) has also been studied for 60 GHz, where the
antenna is fabricated with other circuits on a wafer. AoC tech⁃
nology is more suitable for terahertz applications. However,
the efficiency of AoC is only 11.5%. Instead, AiP has shown
high efficiency of more than 90% when low temperature co⁃
fired ceramic (LTCC)[2] is used for manufacturing.
The requirements of AiP are multifunction, high-capacity

and small size. The multilayer integration and package tech⁃
nology have demonstrated its capability of low profile, low cost
and potentially high-volume production. A proper multilayer
design can help to improve the bandwidth and impedance
match and lower the coupling effect between lines. For milli⁃
meter-wave systems, the fabrication process and capability af⁃
fect the performance significantly. High density interconnects
printed circuit board (HDI PCB) and LTCC are conventional
multilayer technologies. The microstrip line is the most com⁃
mon technology for signal transmission between the layers.
However, the flexibility of the microstrip line is limited by its
two-dimensional structure. An innovative multilayer substrate
integrated waveguide (SIW) is presented to give designers
more freedom when designing AiP modules. SIW is an emerg⁃
ing type of rectangular dielectric-filled waveguide which is
fabricated by arrays of metallic vias to realize the bilateral
edge or sidewalls. The three-dimensional structure supports
very high flexibility when designing an AiP module [3].
In this paper, the design considerations and architectures

will be discussed along with the capabilities and the prod⁃
ucts of TMY Technology Inc. (TMYTEK). TMYTEK is a mil⁃
limeter-wave company that specializes in 5G solutions such
as AiP front-end modules, beamforming technologies and
testing systems.

2 Design Considerations and Architectures
To fulfill the increasing demands in the millimeter-wave

front-end module (FEM), AiP turns into the most promising
and suitable technology to achieve the phased arrays cost-ef⁃
fectively. At the same time, the material and process choices
involving tradeoffs among engineering constraints are also con⁃
sidered, including heat management, control design, RF per⁃
formance, calibrations, and more (Fig. 1). The solution to mul⁃
tiple dimensional engineering problems is not linear and
needs a lot of experience and creativity to realize the products.
In addition to design, mass production is also a significant
challenge, especially in Over-the-Air (OTA) testing.
2.1 System Architectures

Fig. 2 shows three different architectures for the 5G phased
array. In the antenna and beamformer architecture, the block
shows an RF FEM with an analog beamformer which includes
antenna array, duplexer and beamformer. Nowadays, a couple
of beamformer chip makers have announced beamformer

chips optimized for 5G millimeter-wave bands. The second ar⁃
chitecture integrates intemediate frequency (IF)-radio frequen⁃
cy (RF) conversion into the module as indicated in the rectan⁃
gular block labeled with up and down conversion. Given that
frequency converters dramatically affect the quality of commu⁃
nication, embedding it into the system increases system perfor⁃
mance and reduces the complication of integration. Integrat⁃
ing mixers and filters in the package is not a trivial job, and lo⁃
cal oscillator (LO) signal distribution is another concern, espe⁃
cially in large, tiled array. The third architecture is based on
open radio access network’s (ORAN’s) split option 7.2 to in⁃
tegrate the low physical (Low PHY) layer into the module to
offload the front-haul network on the radio access network
(RAN). In this architecture, digital components are included,
which raise the challenges to a new level.
2.2 Design Considerations
The design considerations of AiP are the multi-dimensional

engineering problems due to its complexity and high density.
This section is divided into four sub-sections: beamforming in⁃
tegrated circuit (IC) and up/down converter chips, fabrication
technologies and materials, design of antenna and transition,
and design of feeding networks and filters.
2.2.1 Beamforming IC and Up/Down Converter Chips
A modern beamformer chip integrates power amplifiers

(PAs), low noise amplifiers (LNAs), phase shifters (PSs), vari⁃
able attenuators and T/R switches. Complementary metal ox⁃
ide semiconductor (CMOS), CMOS silicon on insulator (SOI),
and bipolar CMOS (BiCMOS) technologies are preferred due
to the benefit of digital circuit integration and low cost, even if
the output power is not as good as the III-V compound process⁃
es such as GaAs and GaN. The main specifications that need
to be considered are transmitter gain and power, receiver gain

AiP: antenna-in-package

▲Figure 1. System context diagram of AiP design parameters.
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and noise, phase resolution and RMS error, attenuation range
and resolution, memory size, beamforming control speed, pow⁃
er consumption, and cost. In a 5G millimeter-wave phased ar⁃
ray, the output power is not the only concern. Due to the fea⁃
ture of Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
in 5G, the power amplifier (PA) back-off operation is neces⁃
sary. It is considered along with antenna array gain to form a
system with targeted equivalent isotropically radiated power
(EIRP) and reasonable power efficiency (Table 1). The design
considerations of up/down converters are conversion gain,
noise, linearity, LO pumping power, and isolations.
2.2.2 Fabrication Technologies and Materials
Fabrication technologies and materials are critical for the

performance, cost, and size of the AiP module. There are three

major technologies for AiP manufacturing: HDI PCB, LTCC
and fan-out wafer-level packaging (FOWLP)[4]. Table 2 shows
the capability comparison of the three technologies. For the
material selection, dielectric constant (Dk) and loss tangent
(Df) are the main considerations. Thermal conductivity, Dk
and Df change with temperature. Thickness ranges of core
board and prepreg are also important in AiP design. Fig. 3
shows the performances of Dk and Df with different materials.
2.2.3 Design of Antenna and Transition
In low frequency (FR-1), the antenna radiation pattern is

typically designed as omnidirectional antenna. In millimeter-
wave frequency (FR-2), antenna array has become the essen⁃
tial solution to compensating for the higher path loss at this
frequency range. The consideration of the antenna array is dif⁃

▼Table 1. Beamforming design considerations and TMYTEK’s capability

Index
Tx Power

Frequency

Rx NF

Phase

Consideration
Output power of each element

Meeting operator’s frequency bands

Better system sensitivity provided by lower noise floor

Phase difference is the basic of beamforming；step size and error are the key considerations.

TMYTEK’s Capability
18 dBm for 28 GHz
15 dBm for 39 GHz

n257, n258, n260, n261
Ranges from 24 to 41 GHz
4.5 dBm in 28 GHz
6.5 dBm for 39 GHz.
6-bit phase shifter
±3° RMS phase error

NF: noise figure RMS: root-mean square

FEM: front-end module IF: intermediate frequency PHY: physical layer
▲Figure 2. Three different system architectures of antenna⁃in⁃package (AiP) design.
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ferent compared with the design of single antenna, especially
including the beamforming technology. Beam pattern, beam
steering range, sidelobe suppression, beam pattern symmetry
between two polarizations, antenna gain, isolation between ar⁃
ray elements, antenna bandwidth, antenna efficiency, and re⁃
turn loss are all the critical design parameters. Normally, the
traditional planar antenna has a design of two layers, which is
hard to have a good performance for the above parameters si⁃
multaneously. The multilayer antenna technology has more de⁃
sign flexibility to achieve better performance. However, the de⁃
sign also becomes more complicated. The design of multilayer
introduces the vertical structures such as the via wall into the
antenna to improve the isolation or the director to improve the
directivity. Nevertheless, the transition design between layers
is the most critical part of this multilayer antenna design. A
good transition design means having a better impedance
match. The manufacturing process and capability affect the
flexibility of transition and limit the final performance. Fig. 4

shows the HDI type III stack and via types. It has two levels of
microvias, buried vias and regular through-hole vias. The mi⁃
crovias are used effectively in improving signal and power in⁃
tegrity.
2.2.4 Design of Feeding Networks and Filters
Building a feeding network is critical to the antenna array

as the components cannot be placed off-board. Size and com⁃
plexity are important for measuring feeding network perfor⁃
mance. The commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) beamforming ICs
has 4, 8, or 16 channels. For 5G gNB, 4 × 4 or 8 × 8 antenna
array is used as a standard unit cell, which might operate as
single or dual polarization. Since the feeding network connects
the beamforming ICs and antenna elements, it has to incorpo⁃
rate matching circuits to achieve wideband operation. Good
isolation between dual-polarization ports has to be assured to
achieve a low cross-polarization coefficient[6]. The multilayer
design which is described in the last section is also consid⁃
ered for achieving a better impedance match of transition.
The filter design is limited to the board area available for

passive components. The larger the room for filters, the better
the rejection performance can be achieved. At the same time,
thermal stability and repeatability are also challenging for de⁃
signers to reduce the tuning effort to achieve an SMT- capable
device. As an example of the microstrip structure, the toler⁃
ance of substrate thickness, etching size and even dielectric
constant should be considered and calculated carefully to
achieve the best performance at the millimeter-wave range.
2.3 OTA Measurement for AiP Module
Conductive testing is no longer an option for the millimeter-

wave module implemented by AiP technology. There are no
connectors or testing points available for the purpose. The on⁃
ly way to characterize the module is through the OTA method.
Traditionally, a bulky chamber along with one or more me⁃

chanical positioners needs to ensure the device under test’s
(DUT’s) radiation pattern can be measured correctly and pre⁃

▼ Table 2. Capability comparison of three main antenna⁃in⁃package
(AiP) fabrication technologies

Parameter
Maximum layer

Minimum layer thickness/μm
Minimum board thickness/μm

Dielectric constant
Loss tangent
Metal

Line/space/μm
Via diameter/μm
Inner cavity build

HDI PCB
16
35
300
3–6

0.002–0.02
Cu
45/45
75
x

LTCC
60
25
500
4–8

0.002–0.005
Au, Ag, Cu
40/40
50
v

FOWLP
2–6
5
400

2.6–3.6
0.004–0.01

Cu
5/5
25
v

FOWLP: fan-out wafer-level packagingHDI PCB: high density interconnects printed circuit boardLTCC: low temperature cofired ceramic

CE: Cyanate EsterLCP: liquid-crystal polymerPI: Polyimide
PPE: Polyphenylene EthersPPO: p-phenylene oxidePTFE: Polytetrafluoroethylene

▲Figure 3. Dielectric constant and loss tangent of different materials.

▲Figure 4. High density interconnects (HDI) type III structure[5].
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cisely, as shown in Fig. 5[7]. More recently, a com⁃
pact antenna test range (CATR) technology has re⁃
duced the size of the chamber but still retains the
same concept of mechanical parts and testing items
based on radiation patterns shown in Fig. 6[8]. The
approach used for decades has become an indus⁃
try standard for research and design. However, in
the coming 5G era, the number of devices to be
tested on the product line will overwhelm this old
technology. A traditional chamber or CATR is a
good tool for research and design purposes, but it
is too slow and bulky for production lines. For ex⁃
ample, the latest technology in the industry can
get a pattern in about a few minutes, which is im⁃
pressive if we compare it to our predecessors with
a half-hour or longer testing cycles. However,
achieving the level of seconds is still not guaran⁃
teed. Furthermore, the nature of mechanical posi⁃
tioners makes automation integration in product
lines not a straightforward task.
A new method for OTA measurement of pro⁃

duction lines is built for 5G millimeter-wave
beamforming antenna arrays by TMYTEK[9]. It
adopts different approaches to meet the produc⁃
tion demands of millimeter-wave AiP modules.
The mechanical positioner is removed to speed
up the OTA testing time. TMYTEK’s BBoxTM
technology is used to measure the RF perfor⁃
mance of a millimeter-wave module or device, in⁃
cluding error vector magnitude (EVM), EIRP, fre⁃
quency error, adjacent channel leakage ratio
(ACLR), etc. [10–11]. The system architecture is
shown in Fig. 7. The main idea is to measure AiP
with another beamforming array (BBoxTM). This to⁃
pology requires the calibration process to elimi⁃
nate the phase and amplitude errors due to the
angular misalignment between the two antenna
patterns. The results are measured by a signal an⁃
alyzer with a signal generator and integrate the
up/down converters (UD Box) to down-convert the
millimeter-wave signal to lower frequency. The
measuring time is dramatically decreased since
the scanning is done by electronic control.

3 Design Example
TMYTEK cooperated with NTK Technologies,

Inc. [12], a Japanese LTCC technology company. A
4 × 4 LTCC unit AiP module for the 5G FR2
n261 band (27.5–28.35 GHz) has been designed
by TMYTEK and manufactured by NTK. A larger 8×8 array is
also demonstrated by tiling up to four-unit modules on one sin⁃
gle motherboard. For the design of 5G NR millimeter wave

beamforming antenna array, the size of the antenna array
could be very different, i.e. 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16, even larger,
for different applications. Therefore, the modularization meth⁃

▲Figure 5. Traditional Over-the-Air (OTA) chamber system.

▲Figure 6. Compact antenna test range (CATR) chamber system.
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od provides a better way to configure a phased array system
for adapting different dimensions of antenna arrays.
A 4 × 4 LTCC antenna-in-package front-end module (AiP

FEM) is presented in this paper, along with the 28 GHz 8 × 8
phased array system which is fully integrated with four 4×4
AiP FEMs, an up/down converter and a phase-locked oscilla⁃
tor. The AiP FEM is fabricated with a 26-layer LTCC process
by NTK. It is integrated with four 4-channel beamformer chip⁃
sets, power combiner, filter, mixer, frequency doubler and six⁃
teen substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) antennas. Fig. 8
shows three layers of the 26-layer LTCC AiP FEM. The input
and output ports are the transmitting/receiving IF signals, LO
source, digital control signals and DC power supply. The
phase and amplitude of each antenna channel can be con⁃
trolled independently for beam steering and beam shaping ca⁃
pabilities. The serial peripheral interface (SPI) control inter⁃
face is used for fast control of beamforming characteristics,
and the highest SPI clock rate has reached 50 MHz. The di⁃
mension of AiP FEM is 29.3 × 22.1 × 4.1 mm3 (Fig. 9). The
cavity shown on the backside is designed for easy mounting of
devices to form a different size of the phased array using these
modularized AiP FEMs.
The 8 × 8 phased array system was integrated using four

AiP FEMs mounted on the motherboard. For obtaining better
phase noise, the local oscillator source was not embedded in
the AiP FEMs; instead, they are integrated into the mother⁃
board. Fig. 10 shows the integrated system photo. There are

two fans placed beside the AiP FEMs, which are not shown on
the photo, to have better heat dissipation.

4 Conclusions
The design of millimeter-wave antenna-in-package is dis⁃

cussed and an example from TMYTEK is presented in this pa⁃
per. The millimeter-wave technology has become more and

▲Figure 7. New over-the-air (OTA) system.

DUT: device under testFR-2: Frequency Range 2 NR: new radioSA: standalone UD Box: up/down converter

▲Figure 8. Three layers of the 26-layer low temperature cofired ceram⁃
ic (LTCC) antenna-in-package front-end module: antenna, filter and
combiner.

▲Figure 9. Top and bottom view of the 26-layer low temperature co⁃
fired ceramic (LTCC) 4 × 4 antenna-in-package front-end module for
28 GHz band.
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more important for communications and radar applications.
Thus, the considerations for AiP mass production are very crit⁃
ical for having better system performance and lower cost. This
paper has discussed the manufacturing technologies and mate⁃
rials. Moreover, the importance of the OTA measurement solu⁃
tion is highlighted. TMYTEK has developed the best OTA so⁃
lution for AiP mass production to accelerate the development
of 5G millimeter-wave industries.
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Abstract: A 3D fan-out packaging method for the integration of 5G communication RF mi⁃
crosystem and antenna is studied. First of all, through the double-sided wiring technology on
the glass wafer, the fabrication of 5G antenna array is realized. Then the low power devices
such as through silicon via (TSV) transfer chips, filters and antenna tuners are flip-welded
on the glass wafer, and the glass wafer is reformed into a wafer permanently bonded with
glass and resin by the injection molding process with resin material. Finally, the thinning
resin surface leaks out of the TSV transfer chip, the rewiring is carried out on the resin sur⁃
face, and then the power amplifier, low-noise amplifier, power management and other devic⁃
es are flip-welded on the resin wafer surface. A ball grid array (BGA) is implanted to form
the final package. The loss of the RF transmission line is measured by using the RF millime⁃
ter wave probe table. The results show that the RF transmission loss from the chip end to the
antenna end in the fan-out package is very small, and it is only 0.26 dB/mm when working
in 60 GHz. A slot coupling antenna is designed on the glass wafer. The antenna can operate
at 60 GHz and the maximum gain can reach 6 dB within the working bandwidth. This dem⁃
onstration successfully provides a feasible solution for the 3D fan-out integration of RF mi⁃
crosystem and antenna in 5G communications.
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1 Introduction

Owing to the growing operating frequency up to hun⁃
dreds of gigahertz, minimized size and power con⁃
sumption, as well as the requirement of better perfor⁃
mance of RF system, the novel communication and

sensing applications such as 5G and automotive applications
are urged to integrate every section part of RF system chain,
so as to establish the“everything in one”module with mini-
size and multi-functions. As the wave length of microwave
shrinks with the growing of its frequency, the characteristical⁃

ly electrical length of antennas and transmitting lines can be
reduced to millimeter or even micron level, which calls for
higher fabrication accuracy of interconnection process. Be⁃
sides, packaging process with heterogeneous integration abili⁃
ty offers an opportunity for novel package architecture with
chips of different materials and fab features[1]. The antenna-in-
package (AiP) based on wafer level fabrication process can
fabricate tremendous modules simultaneously with semicon⁃
ductor process, which offers compact and low cost solution
and paves a possible way for RF modules with high perfor⁃
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mance and low cost[2].
In order to meet the needs of 5G miniaturized communica⁃

tion systems, new packaging technologies in the millimeter
wave frequency range are needed to solve the basic technical
challenges of millimeter wave, such as low loss and ultra wide⁃
band interconnection, high wiring density, thin packaging sub⁃
strate, high performance integrated passive devices (IPD) and
reducing shape factors[3]. Dozens of papers are reported on AiP
and its applications[4]. The cutting edge system corporations
and outsourced semiconductor assembly and tests (OSATs)
have offered numbers of AiP solutions, many of which are
based on wafer level fan-out (WLFO) process, and the sub⁃
strate options focus on silicon, organic compound, glass and
more[5–6]. The glass substrate with low epsilon and coefficient
of thermal expansion (CTE) is an ideal choice for high frequen⁃
cy application, and the compound substrate allows process
flows with low price and agile combination, which is conve⁃
nient for heterogeneous integration[7–8]. By combing glass and
compound substrates in AiP module, the advantages of perfor⁃
mance and cost can be taken together. The encapsulated an⁃
tenna in 60 GHz band is a research hotspot. The traditional
printed circuit board (PCB) technology is very convenient to
realize multi-layer structure and antenna array[9]. The low tem⁃
perature co-fired ceramic (LTCC) technology has the advantag⁃
es of light and thin structure, many wiring layers and narrow
line width, but its lamination temperature is higher than
850 ℃, which is much higher than that of destroying active de⁃
vices. Therefore, although it is possible to create sealed multi⁃
layer substrates with integrated passive components and anten⁃
nas, active devices must be packaged and connected separate⁃
ly because of the high temperature process of LTCC[10–11].
A 3D fan-out integrated packaging method for 5G communi⁃

cations RF microsystem and antenna is presented in this pa⁃
per. Based on a new 3D fan-out wafer-level packaging archi⁃
tecture, the permanent bonding process of glass wafer and res⁃
in reconstructed wafer is designed. Based on glass and resin
composite materials, the high density integrated interconnec⁃
tion of heterogeneous chip and antenna array is realized. Fi⁃
nally, the process manufacturing of antenna and packaging
module is completed, and the high quality 5G communications
AiP module manufacturing is realized. It can provide 64 an⁃
tenna channels and 7 RF chips. The volume is only 18 mm ×
18 mm × 1 mm, which can meet the application requirements
of miniaturized 5G communications equipment.

2 Measurement of Transmission Loss
In order to obtain the RF transmission performance of the

3D fan-out integrated package, a planar coplanar waveguide
(CPW) transmission line and a 3D stacked CPW transmission
structure are fabricated. Because the connection between the
RF microsystem and the antenna usually uses CPW, it is very
important to obtain the RF transmission loss of CPW[12]. The

CPW transmission line is realized by redistribution layer
(RDL) process in 3D fan-out wafer level packaging. The struc⁃
ture of CPW transmission line is distributed on both sides of
the signal line, so it is very suitable for millimeter wave probe
station, and more convenient for testing. The structure of CPW
is shown in Fig. 1.
Firstly, the CPW transmission line structure is fabricated

on the glass wafer. The picture of the CPW transmission line
is shown in Fig. 2. The dielectric constant of the glass wafer is
6.3 and the dielectric loss tangent is 0.01, and the thickness
of the glass substrate is 300 μm. The transmission line is
made of copper and is 5 μm thick. The surface of the transmis⁃

Cu: cuprum Pi: polyimide
▲Figure 1. Structure of coplanar waveguide (CPW).

▲Figure 2. Coplanar waveguide (CPW) with 3 different lengths.
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sion line is covered with a 10 μm thick poly⁃
imide to protect the copper wiring layer from ox⁃
idation. The width of the CPW transmission line
is 70 μm and the spacing is 25 μm. CPW trans⁃
mission lines with lengths of 1.00 mm, 1.60 mm
and 2.20 mm are fabricated respectively. A rect⁃
angular test window of 100 μm × 300 μm is
opened in the polyimide layer at both ends of
the transmission line.
The transmission line is measured on a high

frequency probe test bench, using a ground-
signal-ground (GSG) probe with a distance of
100 μm and a phasor network analyzer (PNA)
network analyzer for 67 GHz performance. The
test results are shown in Fig. 3, and it can be
found that the radio frequency transmission loss
of the CPW transmission line on the glass wafer is
very small. It can be seen from the figure that
there are some differences between the test re⁃
sults and the simulation results. This is because
wafer manufacturers can only give the dielec⁃
tric constant and loss tangent angle of glass be⁃
low 5 GHz, which makes the simulation results
in the high frequency part above 5 GHz inaccu⁃
rate. In addition, the test joint of the high frequen⁃
cy probe table will also lead to part of the inser⁃
tion loss.
The transmission loss of CPW working in

60 GHz is calculated. When the CPW trans⁃
mission line works in 60 GHz, the insertion
loss is 0.26 dB/mm, as shown in Table 1,
where the RF transmission loss of glass wafers
is very small, and it is a good choice for 3D
fan-out integration of RF microsystems and
antennas.
Then the glass-based CPW transmission line is packaged

through the fan-out type to form a fan-out package to simulate
the fan-out package structure of the RF chip. Solder balls are
planted at the leading end of the package and flip-flopped on
the glass-based CPW substrate to test a completed transmis⁃
sion link from the chip end to the package. The photos of the
process structure and processing are shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 5
shows the complete signal path, and the processing size of the
stack interconnected package is 5 mm × 6 mm × 0.92 mm.
The 3D stacked transmission structure is finally measured

in the high-frequency probe table, and the test results are
shown in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the RF transmission loss
of the 3D stacked CPW transmission structure is very small,
which indicates that the 3D fan-out package structure will not
bring about too much loss. Fig.6 shows that there are some dif⁃
ferences between the test results and the simulation results.
This is because the wafer manufacturer cannot give the materi⁃
al electrical parameters in the high frequency stage, which

will affect the simulation results in the high frequency band.
But the test results are basically consistent with the simulation
results, which shows that the early simulation has a certain
guiding significance.

3 Design and Measurement of AiP
The patch antenna is very suitable for wafer-level process⁃

ing[13]. The wiring process is carried out on the positive and
negative sides of the glass wafer (300 μm thick, dielectric con⁃
stant is 6.3, and dielectric loss tangent is 0.01) to form a slot

▼Table 1. CPW transmission loss operating in 60 GHz

Serial Number
CPW1
CPW2
CPW3

Length/mm
1.00
1.60
2.20

Insertion Loss/dB
(in 60 GHz)
0.61
0.79
0.93

Unit Length Loss
(dB/mm)
0.3
0.23
0.26

(a) CPW1 of 1 mm

(b) CPW2 of 1. 6 mm

(c) CPW3 of 2. 2 mm
CPW: coplanar waveguideMea: measurement Sim: simulationS11: return loss S21: insertion loss

▲Figure 3. Comparison of test and simulation results of CPW.
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coupling antenna. The glass wafer is used as the radiation
patch of the antenna, and the radiation patch is realized by
two semicircular patches. The back of the wafer is used as the
feed and reflection ground plane of the antenna, and the cou⁃
pling gap is located directly below the radiation patch, which
is used to stimulate the radiation patch. The patch antenna is
fed by CPW with terminal open circuit and slot coupling, and
the size of CPW is adjusted to make its characteristic imped⁃

ance 50 Ω，and the function of the coupling gap is to excite
the whole patch without an additional gap coupling layer,
which makes it easier to integrate with the circuit. It is pre⁃
cisely because of the existence of the coupling gap that the
current which originally flows along both sides of the CPW
gap on the floor will flow along the edge of the coupling gap,
so that the electromagnetic coupling between the CPW and
the radiation patch is enhanced. Fig. 7 is a structural diagram
of the slot coupling antenna.
The electromagnetic simulation software high frequency

structure simulator (HFSS) is used to simulate and optimize the
slot coupling antenna. After analysis and optimization, the size
of the antenna element is 5 mm × 5 mm, the diameter of the two
semicircular radiation patches is 1.43 mm, the gap of the two
semicircular radiation patches is g=0.196 mm, and the size of
the feeder and coupling gap is W=2.8 mm, W1=0.2 mm, L1=
0.07 mm, L2=0.615 mm, g1=0.025 mm. Fig. 8 shows the spe⁃
cific structure of the antenna.
The slot coupling antenna is fabricated by wiring the front

and back sides of the glass wafer. First, the radiation surface

BGA: ball grid array EMC: epoxy molding compound RDL: redistribution layer
▲Figure 4. 3D stacked coplanar waveguide (CPW) transfer structure
and photos.

EMC: epoxy molding compound

▲Figure 5. Transmission path of the RF signal through the package.

Mea: measurementSim: simulation S11: return lossS21: insertion loss

▲ Figure 6. Comparison between test and simulation results of 3D
stacking coplanar waveguide (CPW).
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of the antenna with 5 μm thick copper is made on the front of
the glass wafer, and then it is protected with 10 μm thick poly⁃
imide. The CPW feeder and coupling gap are made on the
back of the glass wafer, also protected by polyimide, and a
rectangular test port is opened on the polyimide layer to leak
the copper CPW transmission line.
The structure of the antenna is measured by the high frequen⁃

cy probe table. Fig. 9 shows the slot coupled antenna photos
and test photos. From the measurement results, it can be found
that the working frequency of the antenna whose reflection coef⁃
ficient is less than −10 dB is 56.2–63.8 GHz. The difference
between the simulation results and the measurement results is
mainly attributed to the deviation of the process in the manu⁃
facturing process, but the antenna still has the working band⁃

width of 7 GHz, which meets the design requirements very well.
Fig. 10 shows the emission coefficient of the antenna.

Fig. 11 shows the radiation pattern of the antenna. We can
see that the radiation direction of the antenna is directly above
the radiation patch, which is very suitable for the stacking in⁃
tegration of RF microsystem and antenna. The top of the 3D
stack integration is used for the manufacture of transceiver an⁃

Cu: cuprum Pi: polyimide
▲Figure 7. Antenna structure and geometry.

▲Figure 8. Specific structure of the antenna.

▲Figure 9. Slot coupled antenna photo and test photo.

Mea. : measurement Sim. : simulation S11: return loss
▲Figure 10. Reflection coefficient of antenna.

▲Figure 11. Radiation pattern of antenna.
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tennas and the bottom is used for the integration of RF chips.
The gain of the antenna is higher than 5.5 dB in the whole

working bandwidth and has the maximum gain of 6 dB in
59.8 GHz. And it has a good directionality. Fig. 12 shows the
simulation results of antenna gain in the working bandwidth.

4 Integration of RF Microsystem and An⁃
tenna

4.1 Architecture of AiP
In this paper, a specific packaging prototype is made for a

5G communications equipment. It consists of 9 chips and a
64-unit antenna array, including 3 low power RF chips, 2
through silicon via (TSV) transfer chips and 4 high-power
chips. The TSV transfer chip is used to realize vertical signal
transmission. Fig. 13 is a schematic diagram of the structure
of a 3D fan-out RF microsystem and antenna integrated proto⁃
type.
The architecture of AiP is depicted in Fig. 14. The RF mod⁃

ule demonstrates a multi-layer structure, with antenna and
chip layers stacked vertically, and at the very top of the mod⁃
ule, the antenna patch array as well as the feeding structure is
fabricated on the glass substrate for Tx/Rx channels. As the
kernel part, high power chips are embedded in the fan-out
(FO) module and interconnected with RDL and TSV struc⁃
tures to establish the transceiver sections; additionally the low⁃
er power chips are attached beneath as the signal processing
section, thus the solder balls can be arranged on the bottom
side as in/out ports. The whole module can be soldered on the
system board as an RF transceiver.
4.2 Fabrication Process of AiP
The integration of RF microsystem and antenna is realized

by a new wafer-level 3D fan-out packaging process, different
from the traditional 3D stacking packaging. In this paper, a
permanent bonding process of resin wafer and glass wafer is
adopted, and the BGA welding process is avoided between the
two⁃layer wafers, which is very important for the requirement
of low loss of RF devices. The interconnection system of RF
devices and antennas is directly realized by RDL process. The
wafer-level packaging technology takes the wafer as the pro⁃
cessing object and carries out the packaging process directly
on the wafer, which has high machining accuracy and consis⁃
tency, and its wiring accuracy can reach 1 μm. The RF trans⁃
mission loss of wafer-level packaging verified in the first sec⁃
tion above shows that the transmission loss of RF interconnec⁃
tion is very small, which will be very conducive to the integra⁃
tion of RF microsystems and antennas. Fig. 15 shows the
packaging process of the 3D fan-out RF microsystem used in
this paper.
The specific fabrication process of the RF micro-system

and antenna integrated process prototype is as follows. First, a

BGA: ball grid arrayEMC: epoxy molding compoundPi: polyimide
RDL: redistribution layerTSV: through silicon viaUBM: under bump metallization

▲Figure 12. Simulation results of antenna gain in working bandwidth.

▲Figure 13. Architecture of integrated prototype of 3D fan-out RF mi⁃
crosystem and antenna.

BGA: ball grid array RDL: redistribution layer TSV: through silicon via

▲Figure 14. 3D fan-out RF microsystem.
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wiring layer and a passivation layer are formed successively
on the front and the back of the glass wafer, and the passiv⁃
ation layer is opened on the back of the glass wafer. The TSV
transfer chip, the filter and the antenna tuner chip with bump
are flip-welded to the opening of the passivation layer on the
back of the glass wafer. Fig. 16 shows a process photo of five
chips flip-flopped to the back of the glass wafer.
And then the components such as the TSV transfer chip,

the filter and the antenna tuner are coated with coating materi⁃
al to form a reconstructed new wafer carrier, the back of which
is thinned to expose the copper column welding disc surface
of the TSV adapter plate, and a wiring layer, a passivation lay⁃
er and a UBM layer are formed on its back. Then the power
amplifier, low noise amplifier, transceiver control chip, power
management chip and other components are soldered to the
UBM layer on the back of the reconstructed new wafer. Solder
ball bumps are grown at the UBM layer on the back of the re⁃

constructed wafer carrier to form the final package. The pro⁃
cess prototype of the integration of 3D fan-out RF microsystem
and antenna is shown in Fig. 17.
The integrated packaging process scheme of RF microsys⁃

tem and antenna has the following advantages:
(1) The glass wafer and the resin wafer are bonded together,

and there is no need to untie them in subsequent processing
and use, which effectively solves the warping problem of the
reconstructed wafer and improves the reliability of the prod⁃
uct. At the same time, the integration of this process is also
promoted.
(2) The processing technology of welding the chip assembly

to the glass wafer and then wrapping it with coating material
can effectively avoid the chip offset problem caused by the liq⁃
uefaction flow of coating material and curing process in the tra⁃
ditional coating forming process, and the processing precision
is higher. Radio frequency signal transmission loss is lower.

 

 

  

  

(a) Double-sided wiring of glass wafers

(b) RF chip and the TSV adapter board welded to the back of the glass wafer

(c) Injection molding of reconstructed resin wafer (d) Grinding and resin wafer rewiring

(e) Welding of power devices and ball implantation at the external lead-out end toform a package (f) Upper plate welding and heat sink installation

▲Figure 15. RF microsystem integration process.

TSV: through silicon via
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(3) With the technology of wiring on the back of the glass
wafer and then reconstructing the wafer with cladding, the
double-sided wiring of the reconstructed wafer can be effec⁃
tively realized, the complex temporary bonding process can be
avoided, and the yield and reliability of the product can be im⁃
proved, thus reducing the difficulty of product processing.
(4) In the final package, the low-power chip assembly is em⁃

bedded in the coating material, and the high-power chip as⁃
sembly is welded outside the coating material, which can ef⁃
fectively solve the heat dissipation problem of the high-power
chip, and when finally on the board, the back of the high-pow⁃
er chip is coated with a thermal conductive material to con⁃
nect the chip to the heat dissipation metal surface of the sub⁃
strate to further improve the heat dissipation performance of
the package.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, with 3D fan-out wafer-level rewiring technolo⁃

gy, CPW planar transmission lines and stacked CPW transmis⁃

sion structures are fabricated, and the RF transmission perfor⁃
mance of CPW is verified. Through the test of CPW transmis⁃
sion line by RF millimeter wave probe, the RF transmission
loss of glass wafer in the range of 0–67 GHz is obtained. The
results show that the RF transmission loss of the glass wafer is
only 0.26 dB/mm in 60 GHz, and the loss introduced by the
fan-out package is also very small, which indicates that the
glass wafer can be used as the packaging substrate of RF de⁃
vices. Then a slot coupling antenna for 5G communications is
fabricated on a 12-inch glass wafer. The antenna works at
56.2 GHz and 63.8 GHz, and the maximum gain of the anten⁃
na can reach 6 dB within the working bandwidth. On this ba⁃
sis, an integrated prototype of 3D fan-out RF microsystem and
antenna for 5G communications is designed and manufac⁃
tured, and the prototype is fabricated through the wafer-level
fan-out packaging process platform. The process of permanent
bonding between the glass wafer and the resin wafer is adopt⁃
ed, and the stacking process of the glass wafer and the resin
wafer is avoided in the implementation process. In this way,
the package has higher structural strength, higher reliability,
less warping and lower process complexity, and shortens the
processing cycle. Through the above conclusions, the effective⁃
ness of glass wafer as RF device packaging is verified, and a
feasible integrated solution of 3D fan-out micro-system and an⁃
tenna is provided for 5G communications.
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1 Introduction

5G technology is going to revolutionize the next decade,
allowing wireless connectivity to penetrate the industrial
world and society. Huge new markets will open for busi⁃
ness, which are expected to play an important role in

economy recovery and growth, offering new business opportu⁃
nities and changing our lives. Smart cities, factories, autono⁃
mous vehicles, intelligent infrastructure, electric grids, mas⁃

sive machine-to-machine communications are just a few exam⁃
ples of the 5G application scenarios where billions of devices
will be connected in radio networks. With 5G infrastructure
and technology, companies will provide new mobile services
and offer new wireless products with unprecedented capabili⁃
ties. To meet the demands for high data throughput, low laten⁃
cy, low power consumption, quality of service and safety simul⁃
taneously, wireless devices will have to fulfill stringent system
and regulatory requirements that can only be satisfied by care⁃
fully engineered hardware. Engineers will have to overcome
enormous technical challenges and this will not be possible
without new generation of electronic design automation (EDA)
software that is capable of addressing these challenges with ac⁃
curacy and speed not seen before. The core of 5G is wireless
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connectivity, so EDA software for fast electromagnetic analy⁃
sis, which is necessary for accurately simulating 5G antennas
and radio chips, will be essential for timely delivery of 5G in⁃
novations to market.

2 Simulation Challenges and Solutions
RF circuits cannot be designed easily by using lumped ele⁃

ment models. The size of each element and wavelength and
electromagnetic effects, such as dispersion, radiation, conduc⁃
tor and dielectric loss, and parasitic coupling have to be con⁃
sidered. EDA simulates the behavior of a circuit by numerical⁃
ly solving Maxwell’s equations and facilitate accurate results
with these effects are taken into account. This is not a trivial
task and often requires substantial computer resources. To ad⁃
dress the challenges related to electromagnetic design, soft⁃
ware tools have to use state-of-the-art numerical algo⁃
rithms[1–7] that speed up simulations and allow designers to
find the solution that meet stringent specifications.
2.1 Frequency Sweeps
To get an idea of challenges associated with computer aided

design of RF circuits for the fifth generation (5G) mobile com⁃
munications, let us consider an antenna, which is a basic ele⁃
ment of any handheld wireless device. To meet the require⁃
ments for higher data transfer rate, 5G communications sys⁃
tems have to use multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) tech⁃
nology. Because a high throughput is essential in 5G, massive
MIMO antenna systems are necessary and designed for any
handheld devices. On the other hand, different countries have
allocated different parts of the spectrum for 5G service. As a

result, MIMO antennas for consumer applications have to cov⁃
er more than one band. Therefore, numerical simulation of a
broadband or multi-band MIMO antenna can be very lengthy.
To illustrate this, let us consider modelling of a 4 × 2 broad⁃
band antenna for a smartphone proposed in Ref. [8]. As shown
in Fig. 1, the antenna array consists of eight radiating ele⁃
ments, each fed by a microstrip line with a tuning stub. The
antenna array operates in 3.3 GHz to 6 GHz and provides high
isolation between elements.
To analyze the antenna, we will use the finite-element meth⁃

od (FEM), which is amongst the most powerful numerical mod⁃
elling techniques, for solving partial differential equations of⁃
ten used in computational electromagnetics software for high-
frequency electromagnetic field simulations (Table 1).

ADS: Advanced Design SystemCAD: computer aided design EDA: electronic design automationFEM: finite-element method HFSS: High Frequency Structure SimulatorMOR: model order reduction

▼Table 1. Examples of commercial software or modules in software packages for electromagnetic EDA with a computational kernel based on FEM

Software/FEM Module
(Company)

Feko
(Altair HyperWorks)

HFSS
(Ansys)

COMSOL Multiphysics/RF Module
(COMSOL)

SIMULIA/CST Studio Suite/Frequency Domain Solver
(Dassault Systèmes)

InventSim
(EM Invent)

PathWave EM Design (EMPro)
(Keysight Technologies)

Features

⋅ Several solvers (including FEM) integrated in one software package
⋅ Fast frequency sweep (interpolating)

⋅ Scripting
⋅ Several optimization procedures
⋅ Optimization (separate module)

⋅ Fast frequency sweep (interpolating or model order reduction)
⋅ Interactive design tuning (separate module)

⋅ Several optimization techniques (separate module)
⋅ Fast frequency sweep using Padé interpolation (asymptotic wave evaluation method)

⋅ Several solvers (including FEM) integrated in one software package
⋅ Optimization with movable mesh

⋅ Fast frequency sweep (adaptive sampling or model order reduction)
⋅ 3D filter CAD (separate module)

⋅ Fast frequency sweep (MOR or interpolating)
⋅ Optimization with deformable mesh and MOR

⋅ Filter synthesis and 3D shape optimization– integrated
⋅ Mixed precision solver

⋅ Interactive design tuning (integrated)
⋅ Adaptive fast frequency sweep (interpolating)

⋅ Integration with ADS

▲Figure 1. Simulation of an 8-element multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) antenna for a 5G terminal[8].

Metalized frame with slots

Groundplane FR 4150 mm × 75 mm × 0.8 mm

U⁃shape slot

Microstripfeeding
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FEM uses a volumetric mesh where the 3D space is divid⁃
ed into small tetrahedral sub-regions (elements). Field in
each tetrahedron is represented by a sum of simple (linear,
quadratic or cubic) local functions. Field equations are en⁃
forced within each element and across all elements. This re⁃
sults in a large system of linear equations that is then numeri⁃
cally solved at the desired frequency. The number of equa⁃
tions is very large (often in the order of millions) so the solu⁃
tion is time consuming. Fig. 2 shows the results of the simu⁃
lation of the antenna using InventSIM EDA software[9] for the
frequency band from 2 GHz to 7 GHz. The plot shows select⁃
ed scattering parameters, computed characteristics and the
results of measurements reported in Ref. [8]. It is seen that
the agreement is good.
Let us now have a closer look at the simulation runtime. In

the basic simulation scenario, called discrete sweep, a cer⁃
tain number of frequency points (Nf), uniformly distributed inthe band of interest, are selected, and FEM equations are
solved at these points. The runtime needed to complete the
simulations depends on the number of frequency points,

mesh density and the order of local functions for tetrahedra.
In the case of our MIMO antenna, we selected Nf =201 andthe second order interpolation within each tetrahedron. The
runtime for a coarse mesh (118 thousand tetrahedra) was 20
minutes, while for the mesh approximately 3.3 times finer
(390 thousand tetrahedra), it was 3 hours and 25 minutes.
The runtimes are given for a server with two Intel Xeon Gold
6136 processors and 576 GB RAM installed. This is certain⁃
ly not attractive for a designer to wait for almost 3.5 hours to
see the results. If the mesh is further refined, by a factor of
three, which may sometimes be needed for getting very accu⁃
rate results, the number of tetrahedra grows to 1.185 million
and the runtime for 201 frequency points increases to over
16 hours. Such long computing time would make FEM simu⁃
lations unattractive. This is why all EDA tools presented in
Table 1 offer a feature called a fast frequency sweep, which
enables much faster broadband response. With the interpolat⁃
ing sweep, one of the two most common used sweep ap⁃
proaches, the solution is found at a small number of frequen⁃
cy points and the response between these points is interpolat⁃
ed from them. The points for interpolation are selected auto⁃
matically. One disadvantage of this approach is that while
the scattering characteristics can be calculated between the
sampling frequencies, the electromagnetic field can be com⁃
puted only for the nodes. This disadvantage can be avoided
in the fast frequency sweeps using model order reduction al⁃
gorithms[4–5], [7]. In a nutshell, the reduced order model is a
mathematical technique that constructs a cheap to evaluate
model of a dynamical system by finding a compact set of vec⁃
tors that allow to represent the electromagnetic field at any
frequency within a limited frequency band. This is possible
since the electromagnetic field does not change very rapidly
from one frequency point to another, so in fact it can be rep⁃
resented as a linear combination of frequency-independent
field patterns defined in the entire computational space,
called basis vectors. What change with frequency are the am⁃
plitudes of basis vectors and these amplitudes can be com⁃
puted very fast. The acceleration is impressive; for instance,
it took InventSIM 13 minutes to compute the response of the
same 4 × 2 MIMO antenna at the 201 frequency points using
wideband model order reduction algorithm for the moderately
dense mesh consisting of 390 thousand tetrahedra, which is
15 times faster than the original discrete sweep. For the fin⁃
est mesh of 1.185 million tetrahedra, the speedup is even
larger. For this case the computations are completed in 44
minutes rather than 16 hours (21 times faster). Table 2 pro⁃
vides detailed data for the simulations and the runtimes for
the interpolating sweep.
It is evident that a good fast frequency sweep technique in

an EDA software is crucial for enabling engineers to design
and validate the performance of antennas and RF and micro⁃
wave components. An optimal design is hard to achieve with⁃
out fast frequency sweep.▲Figure 2. Selected scattering parameters (Sij) of multiple-input multi⁃

ple-output (MIMO) antenna.
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2.2 Optimization
Often the simulation shows that the designed structure does

not fulfil the desired specification. The way electromagnetic
waves interact with objects, which determines the response of
the circuits, depends on their shape. To ensure that the speci⁃
fications are met, the geometry of antennas and microwave
components in RF chips has to be altered. To achieve good
performance, optimization algorithms will be applied. This re⁃
quires a number of electromagnetic simulations that are per⁃
formed in the optimization loop with design parameters as opti⁃
mization variables. In each iteration the geometry is altered
(dimensions change) and numerical analysis is then carried
out from scratch. Simulations are repeated many times until
the response meets the specifications. The number of itera⁃
tions depends on the optimization method used and on the
quality of the initial design. It is evident that the challenge re⁃
lated to long computing time becomes much more severe when
it comes to optimization.
A new generation of FEM EDA tools can address the chal⁃

lenges not only via fast frequency sweeps, but also by treating
iterations as a part of the entire design process in which the
geometry gradually evolves rather than as a set of independent
simulations for different geometries. In this framework, itera⁃
tions are connected via the mesh and the workflow is arranged
so that the same mesh is used throughout optimization rather
than being generated anew each time a geometry is modified.
To enable this, the coordinates of each mesh node change con⁃
tinuously as the values of the design variables are modified in
an optimization process. This technique is known as mesh de⁃
formation or mesh morphing[10–12] and has been found to great⁃
ly improve the efficiency of optimization[4].
A four-pole microwave filter is optimized to illustrate the

implementation of FEM-based optimization and the signifi⁃
cance of a fast frequency sweep using reduced order model
and mesh morphing. The geometry of the filter is shown in

Fig. 3. The goal is to achieve an equiripple response in a cer⁃
tain bandwidth, and five geometrical variables could be modi⁃
fied to reach this goal. The design variables are the heights of
posts in the coupling windows and the heights of the posts in
the resonant cavities. Full details related to the geometry and
specifications are provided in Ref. [3], where several gradient-
based optimization techniques were discussed using FEM and
the runtime for simulations was provided. The approaches con⁃
sidered in Ref. [3] are the direct EM optimization using se⁃
quential nonlinear programming (SNLP), which is one of the
optimization techniques available in a commercial tool for
electromagnetic design High Frequency Structure Simulator
(HFSS), direct EM optimization using MATLAB’s fminimax
procedure with the quasi-Newton method for mesh deforma⁃
tion, and the new formulation of Newton’s method with con⁃
straints (the Lagrangian method) with mesh deformation devel⁃
oped speci fi cally for EM optimization. The number of itera⁃
tions and runtime used for these three approaches with two
starting points are compared in Table 3. Besides, in the last
two rows of Table 3, we add the results obtained by InventSIM
and its implementation of mesh deformation and fast frequen⁃
cy sweep using reduced order modelling, with MATLAB’s

▼Table 3. Comparison of the number of iterations and runtime of different methods for FEM-based optimization of a four-pole waveguide filter

Method
HFSS’s SNLP without mesh deformation[3]
Quasi-Newton with mesh deformation[3]

Quasi-Newton with Lagrangian method and mesh deformation[3]
Quasi-Newton using InventSim FEM solver and mesh deformation

InventSim generalized Chebyshev filter optimizer with mesh deformation

Good Starting Point
No. of Iterations

71
31
9
17
9

Total Runtime
17.8 h
8.2 h
2.7 h

39 min 16 s
11 min 13 s

Bad Starting Point
No. of Iterations

135
65
24
30
14

Total Runtime
33.8 h
17.1 h
7.2 h
1.5 h

18 min 43 s
FEM: finite-element method SNLP: sequential nonlinear programming HFSS: High Frequency Structure Simulator

▼Table 2. Runtime for wideband simulation of a 4×2 MIMO antenna for 5G and three mesh densities

Number of Tetrahedra
118 367
390 136
1 185 523

Matrix Size
727 514
2 444 052
7 337 304

Direct Sweep Time/s (201 freq. points)
1 095
12 296
58 385.4

Interpolating Sweep Time/s
181
2 062
8 647

Fast Frequency Sweep (MOR) Time/s
247
822
2 692

MIMO: multiple-input multiple-output MOR: model order reduction

▲Figure 3. Structure of the four-pole waveguide filter[3] with five geo⁃
metrical variables used for direct EM design optimization.
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fminimax and a built-in optimizer for general Chebyshev fil⁃
ters. An important observation that can be made from the data
given in the table is that there can be huge differences both in
the convergence rate and the total time taken by optimization.
As seen from the results, mesh deformation has a significant
impact on the convergence rate. The number of iterations is
much higher for the HFSS that does not offer mesh morphing,
than for any other case presented in the paper, where mesh
morphing is employed. For a bad starting point, one EDA soft⁃
ware tool results in the time needed for the design closure 100
times shorter than another EDA tool.
The optimization of the filter in Ref. [3], even though con⁃

sidered as a challenge for direct EM optimization for most
EDA tools based on FEM, is still relatively simple in terms of
the number of optimizable parameters; the example consid⁃
ered above involved just five design variables. In practice, the
number of geometry variables that have to be considered by an
engineer is much larger. In the next example, we consider an
interdigital combine filter with 18 design variables. The geom⁃
etry of the filter is shown in Fig. 4. The design variables in⁃
clude 7 tuning screws, 8 lengths between posts, input and out⁃
put height, and the height of resonators (common for all). No
symmetry was assumed and optimization was performed in In⁃
ventSIM with both mesh morphing and fast frequency sweep
enabled. For this example, the FEM matrix had 350 thousand
rows and columns, and the optimizer needed 18 iterations and
less than 56 minutes to converge from the initial design shown
by the red curve in Fig. 5 to the passband response shown by
the blue one in the same figure.
2.3 Interactive Design Tuning
The optimization algorithm is a powerful tool for EDA, but

it is time consuming. Moreover, an optimization algorithm it⁃
self has no knowledge of the physics governing the operation
of a device. It just executes a sequence of steps based on the
data provided by a simulator. However, the knowledge-based
design is likely to enable an acceptable result much quicker,
by which the decisions of what parameters should be adjusted
come from the understanding of the operating principle of a
circuit or a role of a particular component in shaping the re⁃
sponse. A skilled engineer can use his experience to modify
certain parameters to improve the performance of the circuit.
A very efficient way to do these adjustments is interactive de⁃
sign tuning. The idea is to allow an engineer to continuously
change one or more design parameters while monitoring the ef⁃
fect of the changes. In order to realize interactive design tun⁃
ing, the result of any change should be reflected in the re⁃
sponse instantaneously. At first glance it seems impossible for
EDA of RF circuits; as we showed in the previous sections,
the simulations using full-wave FEM take long time and one
has to wait for minutes or even hours before the response can
be evaluated and displayed. However, this seemingly impossi⁃
ble real-time interactive tuning can be achieved if a paramet⁃

ric surrogate model is used instead of full-wave simulations to
quickly evaluate the response and display the results on the
fly each time any design parameter is changed. The surrogate
model is constructed from the data computed by the FEM solv⁃
er at the initial design point. Obviously, the accuracy of the
surrogate model is limited and this model is valid only in the
neighborhood of the point in the design space where the FEM
model was computed. Nevertheless, this accuracy is often suf⁃
ficient, and what is more, once an engineer is satisfied with
the response obtained while manually adjusting the design
variables, FEM simulations can be run and the surrogate mod⁃
el updated. As an example, we show the results of interactive
tuning of a dielectric resonator filter proposed in Ref. [13] for
use in 2 × 2 Doherty power amplifier for a 5G massive MIMO
system application. The geometry of the filter is shown in
Fig. 6.
Following classical synthesis, the filter was simulated in In⁃

ventSIM and then manually tuned by adjusting seven geome⁃
try parameters. Regular FEM simulation for this filter using a
fast frequency sweep takes about 150 s. If one runs the inter⁃
active tuning, the solver needs additional 21 seconds to set up
a surrogate model, so manual tuning with on the fly response

▲Figure 5. Initial and final response of optimized interdigital filer.

▲Figure 4. Inline 7th order interdigital filter operating in 5G band 3.4–
3.6 GHz.
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display for this example needs less than three minutes of pre⁃
processing.

Table 4 gives the values of the design variables before and
after manual tuning. During the interactive tuning, the vari⁃
ables were modified one by one and the characteristics were
updated on the fly using the surrogate model. All design vari⁃
ables were altered, most of which were changed by less than
1%–2% but some changed quite significantly (e.g. the tuning
screw). Fig. 7 shows the initial response computed with FEM
(dashed blue curve) while the solid lines shows filter charac⁃
teristics for final values of design variables, after interactive
tuning. The black curve shows the characteristics predicted by
surrogate model prediction while the red curve corresponds to
the results recomputed with the full-wave FEM solver. It is evi⁃
dent that there is a very good match.

3 Conclusions
Major challenges for electronic design automation tools for

5G solutions have been discussed. Various approaches to ad⁃
dress these challenges and speed up the computation time of
FEM-based simulation problems have been presented. Fast
frequency sweeps, model order reduction, and using mesh
morphing in optimization have been shown to give significant
reduction of the time needed by EDA software tools to simu⁃
late and optimize the performance of antennas and RF passive
circuits. The concept of interactive design tuning based on a
surrogate model has also been discussed as a good alternative
to the optimization process.
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▼Table 4. Interactive tuning of dual-channel dielectric resonator fil⁃
ter for use in a Doherty power amplifier for 5G massive MIMO sys⁃
tem application

Parameter
a
c
D
H
X
L
Lp

Description
Cavity width, length
Cavity height
DR diameter
DR height

Distance of coax from cavity wall
Coax probe length
Tuning screw length

Initial Value/
mm
25.85
18.44
19.32
9.47
4.2
16.0
0.28

Final Value/
mm
25.94
18.0
19.3
9.38
4.18
16.1
0.88

DR: dielectric resonator MIMO: multiple-input multiple-output

▲Figure 6. Single-channel of two-pole dielectric resonator (DR) filter
for 5G applications[13].

▲Figure 7. Example of interactive tuning technique.
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Abstract: A robust digital predistortion (DPD) technique utilizing negative feedback itera⁃
tion is introduced for linearizing power amplifiers (PAs) in long term evolution (LTE)/5G sys⁃
tems. Different from the conventional direct learning and indirect learning structure, the pro⁃
posed DPD suggests a two-step method to identify the predistortion. Firstly, a negative feed⁃
back based iteration is used to estimate the optimal DPD signal. Then the corresponding
DPD parameters are extracted by forward modeling with the input signal and optimal DPD
signal. The iteration can be applied to both single-band and dual-band PAs, which will
achieve superior linear performance than the conventional direct learning DPD while having
a relatively low computational complexity. The measurement is carried out on a broadband
Doherty PA (DPA) with a 200 MHz bandwidth LTE signal at 2.1 GHz, and on a 5G DPA
with two 10 MHz LTE signals at 3.4/3.6 GHz for validation in dual-band scenarios.
Keywords: 5G; digital predistortion; power amplifiers; negative feedback iteration
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1 Introduction

In order to accommodate the growing demands of massive
applications, modern wireless communication systems
must evolve to provide higher data capacity and bit rate,
and support multiple subscribers simultaneously. These

requirements motivate the application of broadband modulat⁃
ed signals and concurrent multi-band transmission. In the
forthcoming 5G era, the bandwidth requirements for transmis⁃
sion signals in sub-6 GHz frequency band and millimeter

wave band are up to 200 MHz and 800 MHz, respectively.
As one of the key devices in radio frequency (RF) transmit⁃

ters, the power amplifiers (PAs) are characterized as the most
power-hungry components and their performance will directly
affect the efficiency of RF transmitters. In modern communica⁃
tion system, high efficiency and linearity are two basic require⁃
ments for PAs. In order to acquire higher efficiency, the PA
should be operated close to the saturation region, inevitably
leading to strong nonlinear distortion. In the 5G communica⁃
tion system, the linearity requirements for the highly efficient
PAs operated near the saturation region become even more
stringent due to the application of broadband modulated band⁃
width or concurrent multi-band transmission. Effective PA lin⁃
earization techniques must be employed.
Digital predistortion (DPD) is the most popular PA linear⁃
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ization technique in the current 4G system. Based on accurate
behavioral modeling, DPD can predict PA’s nonlinear behav⁃
ior and eliminate them by adding a proper correction sig⁃
nal[1–6]. Due to the significant linearization performance and
moderate hardware cost, the DPD technique is still one of the
promising linearization solutions in 5G applications.
There are two common adaptive learning structures for

DPD parameter extraction, that is, the direct learning (DL)
architecture and the indirect learning (IDL) architecture[7–8].
Fig. 1 depicts the block diagrams of DL and IDL structures.
The IDL estimates the post-inverse model of PA and copies
it as the predistorter, thus, the linear performance is limited
since the noise at PA’s output will be inevitably introduced
in the parameter identification[9]. Moreover, the IDL provides
compromised linearization performance when the PA is high⁃
ly compressed, and generates DPD signals with high peak-to-
average power ratio (PAPR) which might cause damage to
the PAs. The DL algorithm, which is based on the pre-in⁃
verse model of PA, is more robust and provides more precise
parameter identification than IDL[10]. However, since several
iterations are needed before the DL algorithm converges to
the optimal parameters, the DL estimation is more computa⁃
tionally expensive and complex in structure. In the broad⁃
band application scenario, the number of DPD parameters
will be further increased in order to compensate the stronger
nonlinear distortion, leading to the lower convergence speed
and considerable calculation.
In Ref. [5], the concept of iterative learning control for the

linearization of PAs is introduced, which provides a new per⁃
spective for DPD parameter extraction. Ref. [11] proposes a
negative feedback iteration based digital predistortion to lin⁃
earize the broadband PAs. In this paper, we present a more ex⁃
plicit investigation of the methodology and experimental re⁃
sults of the negative feedback iteration based DPD, and ex⁃
tend the technique to the multi-band scenario. The proposed
DPD can realize superior linear performance in broadband ap⁃
plication scenarios than conventional DL DPD while having a
relatively low computational complexity. Furthermore, the pro⁃
posed DPD can be prompted to the dual-band scenario. The
measurements are performed on a broadband Doherty PA
(DPA) with a 200 MHz bandwidth long term evolution (LTE)
signal at 2.1 GHz, and on a DPA for 5G application with two
10 MHz LTE signals at 3.4/3.6 GHz carrier frequency to vali⁃
date the performance of the proposed DPD technique.

2 Proposed DPD Technique Utilizing Nega⁃
tive Feedback Iteration
The block diagram of negative feedback iteration based

DPD technique in single band scenario is presented in Fig. 2,
where the proposed DPD method can be divided into two ma⁃
jor steps. Firstly constructing a negative feedback iteration to
obtain the optimal input signal of PA, which can be regarded

as DPD signal, and then calculating the parameters of DPD
module utilizing the original input signal and the optimal in⁃
put signal obtained in the first step.
2.1 Negative Feedback Iteration
According to the changes of output, the feedback can be di⁃

vided into two categories: the positive feedback (which in⁃
creases the output changes) and the negative feedback (which
decreases the output changes). It is obvious that the output of
PA will be more stable utilizing the negative feedback.
One of the simplest negative feedback structure is injecting

the error between normalized output and input to the system
as the new input. In the proposed method, the input signal in
the previous iteration is considered, as presented in Fig. 3,
which indicates that the input in the k-th iteration as:
xk (n ) = xk - 1 (n ) + w0 (u (n ) - λy͂k (n ) ), (1)

where xk (n ) and y͂k (n ) denote the normalized input and outputof PA in the k-th iteration, and u (n ) is the original input sig⁃
nal. λ denotes the feedback depth, and w0 is a control factorused to adjust the convergence of negative feedback iteration.
According to Eq. (1), the input signal of PA will be modi⁃

fied after each iteration. Since it is a negative feedback sys⁃

▲Figure 1. Indirect learning (IDL) and direct learning (DL) architectures.

DPD: digital predistortion PA: power amplifier

(a) Indirect learning architecture

PA

+

-

(b) Direct learning architecture

DPDtraining

DPD PA

DPDtraining

DPD
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tem, the changes of output signal will
decrease during the iteration and even⁃
tually tend to zero. However, due to
the nonlinear behavior of PA, the out⁃
put tends to be unchanged when the
error between original input and out⁃
put tends to be zero, that is, u (n ) -
λy͂k - 1 (n ) ≈ 0, which indicates that alinearized output will be obtained from
the iteration format as in Eq. (1). At
that time, the input signal of PA will
also tend to be stable and have nonlin⁃
ear relationship with the original input
to produce the linear output.
2.2 DPD Parameter Extraction
The principle of DPD is to construct

a nonlinear module cascaded before
PA to linearize the output signal of
PA. Therefore, the optimal input sig⁃
nal obtained in the negative feedback
iteration can be regarded as the DPD
signal. The input and output signal of
DPD module can be expressed utiliz⁃
ing generalized memory polynomial
(GMP) model[5], as shown in Eq. (2).
xDPD (n ) =∑

k = 1

Ka∑
m = 0

Ma

akmu (n - m ) || u (n - m ) k - 1 +

∑
k = 1

Kb ∑
m = 0

Mb∑
l = 1

Lb

bkmlu (n - m ) || u (n - m - l ) k - 1 +

∑
k = 1

Kc ∑
m = 0

Mc∑
l = 1

Lc

ckmlu (n - m ) || u (n - m + l ) k - 1 ,

(2)

where Ka,b,c and Ma,b,c denote the nonlinear order and memorydepth, and La and Lb are the lagging and leading depth, respec⁃tively.
In DL DPD, the iteration format of DPD parameters b with

least square (LS) algorithm can be written as:
bk + 1 = bk + μ (AHA) -1AH (u - y k), (3)

where A is the basis function matrix composed of original in⁃
put; u and y denote original input and PA output signal col⁃
umn vector. Therefore, the DPD signal at k-th iteration has the
form as:
xkDPD_DL = Abk

= xk - 1DPD_DL + μA (AHA) -1AH (u - yk) . (4)

Let λ = 1, which indicates that the whole information of out⁃
put signal is applied to the input, and the k-th DPD signal of

proposed DPD can be written as:
xkDPD_NF = xk - 1DPD_NF + w0 (u - yk). (5)
It appears that Eqs. (4) and (5) have the same iteration form

under the case that the precise inverse matrix of A can be ob⁃
tained. However, since the condition number of basis function
matrix A increases dramatically with the increasing of parame⁃
ters[12], the calculated inverse matrix is inaccurate which could
enlarge the iteration error and the parameter accuracy would
deteriorate in the next iteration. Therefore, the DPD signal ob⁃
tained in the negative feedback iteration, which has eliminat⁃
ed the numerical error, can be regarded as the optimal DPD
signal.
Once the optimal DPD signal is identified, the parameters

DPDtraining

Negativefeedbackiteration
ADC

DAC

Anglog circuits

u(n) x(n)
LO

y(n)

xDPD(n)

Step 1

Step 2

DPDfunction

Digital signal processing

PA

LO

ADC: analog⁃to⁃digital converterDAC: digital⁃to⁃analog converter DPD: digital predistortionLO: local oscillator PA: power amplifier

▲Figure 2. Structure of the negative feedback iteration based DPD technique in single-band scenario.

▲Figure 3. Proposed negative feedback loop for iteration.
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PAu(n) ek(n)
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of DPD module can be estimated using LS algorithm with the
original input and DPD signal, as in Eq. (6).
bp = (AHA) -1AHxDPD, (6)

where bp denotes the coefficients of the predistorter, and A iscomposed of the basis functions in Eq. (2) with the original in⁃
put signal u (n ).
Furthermore, another merit of the proposed DPD is the rela⁃

tively low computational complexity. As it can be seen in Eq. (6),
only once the parameter calculation is needed with the proposed
DPD, while in the DL DPD the parameter calculation is needed
in each iteration. Therefore, if the iteration times of both DPD
schemes are equivalent, the computational complexity of the pro⁃
posed DPD is less than the DL DPD.
2.3 Proposed DPD for Multi-Band PAs
In order to accommodate the growing demands of massive

applications, the 5G and beyond 5G communication systems
must evolve to support multiple standards at the same time. A
diversity of wireless standards, along with the application of
carrier aggregation (CA), present rigorous requirements for
wireless transmitters. The increasing system complexity and
fabrication cost are unaffordable and practically impossible.
The concurrent multi-band transmitter is one of the most prom⁃
ising solutions to this problem. Since multiple signals in differ⁃
ent frequency bands are combined and transmitted in the
same nonlinear transmit path, the interaction of concurrent sig⁃
nals will produce complicated nonlinear distortions. In this
case, numerous DPD techniques have been developed for
multi-band transmitters[13–15].
The proposed digital predistortion can also be applied in

multi-band scenarios. Take dual-band transmitter as an exam⁃
ple. The input waveform is composed of dual-band signals, as
in Eq. (7).
x (n ) = x1 (n )e- jωmTs + x2 (n )ejωmTs , (7)

where ω is the angular frequency, Ts is the sampling intervalof base band signal, and x1 (n ) and x2 (n ) are the basebandenvelop signals at the lower band and upper band respective⁃
ly. The nonlinear behavior of dual-band PA can still be ex⁃
pressed as:
y (n ) =∑

k = 1

K ∑
m = 0

M - 1
αkm x (n - m ) || x (n - m ) k - 1. (8)

By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (8), it is obviously that the
output signals at lower band and upper band are related to the
input information in each band, and the input signal from the
other band also contributes to the distortion. This behavior
can be described using 2D-DPD model [13], as in Eq. (9).

y1 (n ) =∑
m= 0

M - 1∑
k= 0

K∑
l= 0

k

β 1klm x1 (n-m ) || x1 (n-m ) k- l || x2 (n-m ) l

y2 (n ) =∑
m= 0

M - 1∑
k= 0

K∑
l= 0

k

β 2klm x2 (n-m ) || x2 (n-m ) k- l || x1 (n-m ) l ,
(9)

where y1 (n ) and y2 (n ) are the output signals at the lower bandand upper band respectively. β 1klm and β 2klm denote the model co⁃efficients.
The ideal output signals at lower and upper bands are lin⁃

earized versions which only contain the input information in
each band. Therefore, the negative feedback iteration format
for dual-band PA has the similar form with that for single
band scenario, as in Eq. (10).
xDPD (k )1 = xDPD (k - 1)1 + w1 (u1 - λ1y(k )1 )
xDPD (k )2 = xDPD (k - 1)2 + w2 (u2 - λ2y(k )2 ) . (10)

Generally, in order to save the fabrication cost, the shared
feedback path is adopted to observe the output information in
both frequency bands. In this case, the negative feedback iter⁃
ation is performed on the lower band and upper band by turns.
For instance, when identifying the optimal DPD signal for the
upper band, the input signal in the upper band is modified in
each iteration while the input signal in the lower band remains
the same. Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the proposed
DPD applied in dual-band transmitters.
After estimating the optimal DPD signal in both transmit

bands, the predistorters can be identified by forward modeling
using the 2D-DPD model in Eq. (9). In this case, the optimal
DPD signals xDPD1 (n ) and xDPD2 (n ) in each band are regarded as
the model output, and the original input signals u1 (n ) and
u2 (n ) are the model input. Eq. (11) describes the coefficientsextraction using LS algorithm.
β1 = (AH1A1)

-1
AH1 xDPD1

β2 = (AH2A2)
-1
AH2 xDPD2 , (11)

where β1 and β2 are the coefficients of predistorters in upperand lower frequency band; A1 and A2 are the basis functionmatrixes composed of u1 (n ) and u2 (n ), as in Eq. (9).

3 Experimental Results
In this section, we present experimental results on two

broadband DPAs to validate the proposed DPD technique in
both single-band and dual-band scenarios. Both PAs are driv⁃
en in high-efficiency points near the saturation region in order
to validate the proposed method’s performance and robust⁃
ness under deep compression.
The experimental setups are depicted in Fig. 5a. Within

the transmitting chain, a two-channel-synchronized vector sig⁃
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nal generator (R&S SMW200A) was used to generate the
broadband and dual-band RF signals from baseband samples.
In the dual-band test, a wideband RF power combiner was re⁃
sponsible for combining the multiple signals before feeding
them to the driver amplifier and the PA. In the single-band
test, an LTE signal stream with a 200 MHz bandwidth (2-carri⁃
er) at 2.1 GHz and a 7.5 dB PAPR after crest factor reduction
(CFR) were used as inputs in the experimental evaluations.
The measurements were applied to a broadband (1.7 GHz–
2.8 GHz) Lab-made Cree CGH40010p DPA. In the dual-band
scenario, the evaluations were performed on a Lab-made Cree
CGH40010p DPA which was designed for 5G applications

with a bandwidth of 3.3–3.8 GHz. The test signals were two
7.5 dB PAPR uncorrelated LTE signals of 10 MHz bandwidth
at carrier frequencies of 3.4 GHz and 3.6 GHz. Both the DPAs
were operated in the saturation region to acquire high efficien⁃
cy and obvious nonlinearity for the validation of the proposed
DPD. Figs. 5b and 5c show the schematic of Lab-made DPAs.
On the feedback side, the broad and dual-band signals were

coupled out from the PA output and thereafter converted to
baseband samples by a spectrum analyzer (R&S FSW26). In
the dual-band test, the upper band and lower band signals
were captured by the wideband feedback path in each time
slot, by turns. All algorithms and instrument control opera⁃

tions were performed on the host per⁃
sonal computer (PC) running Matlab.
Adjacent channel power ratio (ACPR)
was used to evaluate the nonlinear dis⁃
tortions performance.
3.1 Evaluations on Broadband PA
In the DPD test, the conventional

DL DPD and IDL DPD were per⁃
formed as well as the proposed DPD
for comparison. The feedback depth
λ and iteration step w were equal to 1
and 0.3 respectively. When the nega⁃
tive feedback iteration is converged,
the output signal of PA is greatly lin⁃
earized, presenting with the ACPRs
of the first adjacent channel ap⁃
proaching −49 dBc.
The parameters of DPD module

were estimated utilizing GMP model
with Ka = Kb = Kc = 11, Ma = Mb =
Mc = 8 and La = Lb = 6. Fig. 6a
shows the AM/AM and AM/PM curve
with/without the proposed DPD. The
nonlinear distortion, especially the▲Figure 4. Structure of the negative feedback iteration based DPD technique in dual⁃band scenario.

ADC: analog⁃to⁃digital converterDAC: digital⁃to⁃analog converter DPD: digital predistortionLO: local oscillator PA: power amplifier

(a) System schematic (b) Lab-made 1. 7–2. 8 GHz DPA (c) Lab-made 3. 3–3. 8 GHz DPA

▲Figure 5. Robust digital predistortion (DPD) test bench.

DC: digital converter DPA: doherty power amplifier PA: power amplifier
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memory effect, is obvious in the 200 MHz DPD test; however,
the nonlinear characteristic has been improved significantly
when applying the proposed DPD. Fig. 6b presents the power
spectrum density (PSD) with/without DPDs at the output of
PA. With the proposed DPD, the output signal can achieve –
45 dBc ACPR，which outperforms the DL DPD and IDL DPD
by 1 dB and 4 dB respectively. Table 1 summarizes the linear
performance of the PA’s output signals.

Fig. 7a compares the converging speed between the nega⁃
tive feedback iteration and DL DPD by calculating the normal⁃

ized mean square error (NMSE) between the PA input and out⁃
put signals after each iteration. Both the negative feedback it⁃
eration and DL DPD converge after 5–6 iterations, while the
negative feedback method shows a better NMSE performance.

Fig. 7b shows the iteration speed and accuracy with differ⁃
ent iteration steps. The converging speed increases with the
larger steps, however, the optimal linear performance is get⁃
ting poorer with the increasing of iteration steps. Furthermore,
the linearity of the output signal even becomes worse after the
NMSE in the iteration reaches the optimum. The measured re⁃
sults indicate that the iteration step should be appropriately
selected to balance the convergence speed and the linear per⁃
formance.

▼Table 1. Measured performance in single band scenario

Scenario
ACPR/dBc
(±100 MHz)

Without DPD
−33.31/−34.42

Proposed DPD
−45.26/−45.25

DL DPD
−44.06/−44.37

IDL DPD
−41.48/−42.41

ACPR: adjacent channel power ratio DL: direct learningDPD: digital predistortion IDL: indirect learning

PSD
/dB
m

200 MHz

Frequency/MHz

With/without DPDOptimal outputDL DPDIDL DPDProposed DPD
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5
0
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-20
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-30
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▲Figure 6. Measured AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics and PSDs.

AM:anolog modulationDL: direct learningDPD: robust digital predistortion
IDL: indirect learningPM: phase modulationPSD: power spectrum density

(b) Measured PSDs

(a) Measured AM/AM and AM/PM characteristics

(a) Comparison on converging speed between negative feedbackiteration and DL DPD

(b) Iteration accuracy with different iteration steps

▲Figure 7. Iterative convergence trend.
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3.2 Evaluations on Dual-Band PA
The proposed DPD is validated on a broadband (3.3 GHz–

3.8 GHz) DPA with the dual-band input signal. The dual-band
signal is separated by 200 MHz at the carrier frequencies of
3.4 GHz and 3.6 GHz. Two uncorrelated 10 MHz LTE signals
are applied in the dual-band measurements. The feedback
depth λ1, λ2 and literation steps w1, w2 are the same for bothfrequency bands, which are equal to 1 and 0.3 respectively.
Similar with the single band test, the negative feedback itera⁃
tions converge quickly after 5– 6 times modification. When
the iteration converges, the optimal DPD signals which im⁃
prove the ACPRs of PA output signals at both bands to about −
55 dBc are obtained.

The parameters of predistorters in lower and upper frequen⁃
cy bands are extracted utilizing 2D-DPD model with K = 7,
andM = 4. Fig. 8 shows the AM/AM and AM/PM characteris⁃
tics with/without the proposed DPD. The AM/AM and AM/PM
curves in Fig. 8 show notable dispersion, which can be attrib⁃
uted to the intermodulation of the two uncorrelated signals at
each frequency band. The nonlinear distortions and inter mod⁃
ulations are compensated significantly with the proposed
DPD, showing a more than 20 dB ACPR improvement at both
frequency bands. Fig. 8 depicts the observed PSDs of PA out⁃
put signals at the lower band and upper band. Table 2 summa⁃
rizes the above linear performance.

▲Figure 8. Measured PSDs and AM/AM, AM/PM characteristics at power amplifier (PA)’s output with/without the proposed DPD.
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4 Conclusions
In this paper, a negative feedback iteration based DPD tech⁃

nique is proposed for linearizing power amplifiers in LTE/5G
broadband and multi-band applications. The proposed DPD
technique divides the conventional DPD process into two
steps, which estimate the optimal DPD signal by negative feed⁃
back iteration and then identify the predistorter by forward
modeling. Benefited from the iteration, the proposed DPD can
achieve a better linearization performance than conventional
DL DPD while having a lower computational complexity. The
validations are carried on a broadband DPA with a 2-carrier
200 MHz bandwidth LTE signal at 2.1 GHz, and on a dual-
band scenario with two 10 MHz LTE signals at 3.4 GHz and
3.6 GHz. The measurements provide potential application val⁃
ue of the proposed DPD in LTE/5G systems.
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▼Table 2. Measured performance in dual-band scenario

Scenario

ACPR/dBc (±10 MHz)

Lower Band
Without DPD
−28.28/−28.81

Proposed
DPD

−51.71/−51.45

Upper Band
Without DPD
−30.26/−29.43

Proposed
DPD

−54.04/−53.33
ACPR: Adjacent channel power ratio DPD: digital predistortion
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1 Introduction

With the fast progress and development of artificial
intelligence, smart environment sensing and detec⁃
tion has attracted much attention recently, since it
provides indispensable information and data for ar⁃

tificial intelligence. Sensing and detecting humans and their
activities is an important branch and a vital component of
many artificial intelligence applications[1].
Device-free wireless sensing using electromagnetic signals

is an emerging technology with its advantages over other wired
or non-electromagnetic sensing technologies, such as good
penetration ability, relatively unrestricted availability and ac⁃
cessibility in space and time. With the increasing popularity
and prevalent uses of Wi-Fi devices, Wi-Fi signals, occupying
a part of the electromagnetic spectrum, are available in almost
any place where humans live and work. As a result, it can be
used for sensing and detecting humans and their activities,
such as positioning, activity detection, gesture recognition and
personal identification[2].
Recent developments have shown that the use of the chan⁃

nel state information (CSI) of Wi-Fi signals can be a viable
method for human sensing and detection, in addition to the
well-known received signal strength indication (RSSI) meth⁃
od. A time series of CSI contains the information of how wire⁃
less signals travel through and around objects and humans，
and the information is embedded in time, frequency and
space[3]. In other words, different human beings and their dif⁃
ferent activities can be sensed, detected, and recognized
through analyzing the amplitude and phase of CSI. As a re⁃
sult, various signal processing and recognition algorithms
have been developed to process CSI and relate it to human
activities. This paper presents an overview of the algorithms
and applications of human sensing with Wi-Fi signals that
have been reported so far.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the prin⁃

ciple and the basic architecture of a Wi-Fi sensing system are
introduced. In section 3, Wi-Fi sensing applications and the
relevant technologies are presented. In section 4, the chal⁃
lenge and future trend of Wi-Fi sensing are discussed. In sec⁃
tion 5, we conclude the paper.

2 Background

2.1 Channel State Information
A Wi-Fi channel with multiple-input multiple-output (MI⁃
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MO) usually employs the orthogonal frequency division multi⁃
plexing (OFDM) scheme that uses multiple subcarriers to form
multiple links between transmitters and receivers. It can pro⁃
vide CSI for each transmission link with its carrier frequency.
CSI characterizes how wireless signals propagate from the
transmitter to the receiver along multiple paths. When a per⁃
son appears in a channel and acts, such as walking, drinking,
waving or even just breathing, CSI will change accordingly,
which presents how wireless signals travel through and how
they are affected by the body shape or the movement of a per⁃
son. As a result, information about a person may be extracted
and captured from the CSI.
To detect the CSI and its changes, the IEEE 802.11n CSI

Tool[4] has been developed and widely used through Intel 5
300 Wi-Fi cards. One set of CSI can be obtained from each re⁃
ceived data packet, and it represents the amplitude and the
phase of each OFDM subcarrier, as shown in Eq. (1).
H (k ) =  H (k ) ej∠H (k ), (1)

where  H (k ) and ∠H (k ) are, respectively, the amplitude
and the phase of the k-th subcarrier. Both amplitude  H (k )
and phase ∠H (k ) are affected by the body shape or the move⁃
ment of a person. The CSI can be measured and therefore pro⁃
cessed for information extraction, forming the basic principle
of the Wi-Fi sensing and detection.
2.2 Wi-Fi CSI Processing System
A general processing flowchart of a Wi-Fi CSI sensing sys⁃

tem is depicted in Fig. 1. CSI measurements are first collect⁃
ed by the receivers and then sent to a processor or a computer
for extracting the CSI amplitude, phase and Doppler frequen⁃

cy shift (DFS) that are related to the environments. First, sig⁃
nal segmentation and noise elimination are applied to obtain
clean and usable signals, which are conducted with Hampel
filter, wavelet transformation, moving averaging and median
filters. Differential techniques and linear regression are also
used to remove raw CSI phase offsets. Next, the signals are
processed to obtain key features and classifications in either
one of the following two manners: (1) statistical and spectrum
feature extractions first and then classifications with machine
learning algorithms such as support vector machines (SVM)[5],
k-nearest neighbors (KNN)[6] or Bayes[7]; (2) simultaneous fea⁃
ture extractions and classifications directly with all-inclusive
machine learning algorithms such as the convolutional neural
network (CNN) [8], recurrent neural network (RNN) [9], and long
short-term memory (LSTM) [10]. They are based on deep learn⁃
ing and have been developed in recent years.

3 Algorithms and Applications

3.1 Wi-Fi Positioning (or Locating)
Wi-Fi sensing technology was first used for positioning ap⁃

plications in 2000[11]. It can be categorized into two types: the
fingerprint-based method and the model-based method. With
the fingerprint-based method, target locations are determined
with radio signal fingerprints constructed by RSSI or CSI. The
position of an object is estimated with the fingerprint database
which is acquired beforehand. Developing and updating the
fingerprint database is, however, time-consuming and labor-in⁃
tensive. In the model based methods, Wi-Fi signal propaga⁃
tion models are developed and used to estimate distances be⁃
tween the target and the known access points, and triangula⁃

▲Figure 1. Processing flow chart of a Wi-Fi sensing system.

CNN: convolutional neural networkCSI: channel state information DNN: deep neural networkKNN: k-nearest neighbors LSTM: long short-term memoryRNN: recurrent neural network SVM: support vector machines
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tion is applied for positioning. The accuracy of the propaga⁃
tion model parameters directly affects positioning accuracy.
The propagation models include angle of arrival (AoA), time

of flight (ToF) and DFS. However, the accuracy still needs to
be improved, especially in complex indoor multi-path environ⁃
ment, in spite that some work has been claimed to achieve
decimeter-level or even centimetre-level positioning accuracy.
To increase the accuracy and resolution of AoA estimation,
SpotFi[12] utilizes OFDM subcarriers as sensors and applies the
standard multiple signal classification (MUSIC) algorithm[13] to
the constructed measurement matrix to estimate both the AoA
and ToF parameters of multiple signal paths. The joint AoA
and ToF estimations are made from the same signal path but
in different data packets. Gaussian mean clustering algorithm
is used to process clustered signals and associated parameters
first, and then the highest likelihood metric is used to identify
the direct path. The target location is determined based on the
best match of the estimated AoA value of the direct path and
its RSSI. SpotFi achieves a median location accuracy of 40 cm
in a multipath-rich indoor environment. In general, AoA just
provides the arrival direction of the signal, not the distance of
a target. Therefore, AOAs measured from multiple access
points are used, and interactions of their projection lines give
the locations of a target. Three to four access points are used
in SpotFi for a home environment.
In Ref. [14], a system that uses a single Wi-Fi access point,

is proposed to locate targets to within tens of centimetres. By
eliminating packet detection delay, resolving phase offsets,
and mitigating multi-path, it can compute the absolute ToF us⁃
ing commodity Wi-Fi cards at sub-nanosecond accuracy. In
Ref. [15], by quantifying the relationships between CSI and a
target’s location and velocity, a theoretical model is devel⁃
oped and has achieved the decimeter-level passive tracking. It
extracts the path length change rate (PLCR) from noisy CSI
measurements and derives moving velocity from PLCR
through at least two links, as shown in Fig. 2. At least two
links are required to determine the moving direction of a tar⁃
get, and the distance between the receivers needs to be sepa⁃
rated by a certain distance. In Ref. [16], joint estimations of
AoA, ToF and DFS are exploited to achieve passive human lo⁃
cation and tracking using a single link of Wi-Fi devices. Re⁃
cent research efforts focused more on the use of multi-model
sensing data such as computer vision to achieve positioning
and tracking of multiple people at high accuracy[17].
3.2 Wi-Fi Recognitions of Human Activities
As mentioned before, the information on how wireless sig⁃

nals propagate from a transmitter to a receiver at carrier fre⁃
quencies along multiple paths is contained in CSI. The CSI
amplitude and phase vary differently with different human ac⁃
tivities, and they can be used for human behavior recognition.
Many activity recognition algorithms have been developed,
and they usually include three parts: signal preprocessing, fea⁃ ▲Figure 2. Illustration of the Widar tracking results presented in Ref. [15].

PLCR: path length change rate
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ture extraction and classification, as shown in Fig. 1.
Figs. 3a and 3b show the typical signals before and after

the signal preprocessing with Butterworth filter and wavelet
transformation. As can be seen in Fig. 3b, noises are mitigated
or even removed. After the noise mitigation, statistical fea⁃
tures such as average, variance and energy are extracted for
classification in activity recognition, as shown in Figs. 3c and
3d[18]. Deep learning methods based on neural networks are al⁃
so used in activity recognition in recent years[19-20]. In the field
of image recognition, many deep learning models have already
been developed. These models can be modified and used in
Wi-Fi activity recognition by transforming 1D CSI signals to
2D images.

The main challenge in the activity recognition is that the ac⁃
curacy of multiple-people recognition is not high enough. Re⁃
cently, we have proposed a new algorithm to overcome the
multiple-people recognition problem. A multi-dimensional fea⁃
ture configuration to make full use of CSI information, includ⁃
ing spatial correlation and temporal correlation is developed.
The experimental results verify the robustness of our algo⁃
rithm in multiple scenarios.
3.3 Wi-Fi Extraction of Physiological Signals
When a person is stationary (such as standing, sitting and

sleeping), a Wi-Fi sensing system can sense his respiration
and heart rate through measurements of the CSI. In Ref. [21],
the Fresnel model is introduced to investigate the impact of
respiration on the wireless signals and the theoretical model is
developed to relate respiration depth, heart rate and positions
to signal patterns (or classifications). Using the Fresnel model,
location-dependent processing algorithms can be applied,
which in turn helps improve the sensing accuracy.
The existing respiration estimation techniques are mainly

applicable to the condition that a person is not moving. When
a person moves, information extractions from weak heart rate
and breathing are challenging since signal variations due to
the movements can overwhelm the signals desired. We have
researched breathing estimation of a person in the standing or
sitting positions with body swing. Since different subcarriers
have different sensitivities to the movements in different direc⁃
tions, we select the subcarrier most sensitive to breathing. To
do so, the recurrence plot (RP) method is used to analyze the
periodicity of CSI measurements of each subcarrier, as shown
in Fig. 4. A peak detection algorithm is developed in the fre⁃
quency-time domain to extract the respiration rate. Our algo⁃
rithm can eliminate the disturbance of walking to the CSI mea⁃
surements and extract human respiration rate and heart rate
during walking, as shown in Fig. 5.
3.4 Wi-Fi Personal Identification
Personal identification is one of the most convenient and

important applications with Wi-Fi signals. Since gestures and
gaits of a person are unique, they can be used to identify peo⁃
ple. Many algorithms have been developed so far.
WiWho is developed to identify a person from a small group

of people over a short walking distance of 2–3 meters on a
straight-line path[22]. It extracts steps and walking gaits of a
person from CSI. Step and walking segment features are com⁃
bined to develop a complete gait pattern profile and a deci⁃
sion-tree-based machine learning classifier is then developed
and used to complete the personal identification. However,
WiWho can only be used in the single-person situation in cor⁃
ridors or hallways. In addition, it has been tested only for the
age group of 25–30 years old, while gaits of different ages are
different.
The WiFi-ID system proposed in Ref. [23] analyses CSI, ex⁃▲Figure 3. Typical signal variations and features of activity recognitions.
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tracts unique features of walking gaits and achieves the identi⁃
fication of average accuracy of 93% to 77% for a group of 2 to
6 persons. In Ref. [24], the authors present a WFID system,
propose a novel feature of subcarrier-amplitude frequency
(SAF), and extract it from the subcarriers using the SVM algo⁃
rithm, which achieves identification with the accuracies of
93.1% and 91.9% for the group of 6 and 9 people in two in⁃
door scenarios, respectively.
Although WiFi-ID and WFID can recognize multiple per⁃

sons, they are applicable to the situations where the walking
trajectory passes through the line of sight (LOS) path between
the transceivers or is in a straight line. Such a restriction
makes the two algorithms not suitable for general home or of⁃
fice environments
In Ref. [25], a system called WifiU is developed to detect

the gaits of a person. It exploits signal processing technology
to make spectrograms from CSI measurements and extract
gait patterns that include walking speed, gait cycle time and
footstep lengths. An SVM classifier is developed and used to
achieve identification. The limitation of WifiU is that the per⁃
son must walk on a predefined path in a predefined walking
direction. Training for a new classification model is needed
for a different walking path and directions.
In addition to the above problems or limitations, many oth⁃

er factors may also affect recognition accuracies, such as
clothes and shoes. Furthermore, temporary gait pattern
changes of a person due to the carrying of a heavy backpack
or a heavy object, or injury, may result in recognition fail⁃
ure. Therefore, it is necessary to develop robust means to
achieve effective and accurate identification, including com⁃

(a) Subcarrier with obvious periodicity

(b) Subcarrier with no obvious periodicity

(c) RP distribution of subcarrier in (a) (d) RP distribution of subcarrier in (b)

▲Figure 4. Recurrence plot of different subcarriers.

RP: recurrence plot
▲Figure 5. Respiration and heartbeat rate sensing of human in walking.
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binations of gait and physiological recognition. We are de⁃
veloping a system, named Wi-GAH, which uses gestures to
achieve personal identification. Wi-GAH can not only iden⁃
tify persons based on gestures but also recognize the mean⁃
ings of the gestures at the same time so that more sensing da⁃
ta are available for automatic system adaption to the varying
home environments.

4 Challenges and Future Trends of Wi-Fi
Sensing
Most of the Wi-Fi based sensing systems presented so far

assume a single person scenario. Sensing in multi-people sce⁃
narios faces many challenges, such as how to determine the
number of people in a group and how to distinguish among dif⁃
ferent people. New models and new algorithms need to be de⁃
veloped to mitigate the shadowing effects, especially when
multiple people are close to each other[26]. The multi-path
propagation models that can quantitatively correlate CSI dy⁃
namics and multi-person activities are also needed[27].
Furthermore, it is very challenging to deal with changes of

the environments and to develop a universal Wi-Fi sensing
system that can automatically adapt to the new environments.
The CSI amplitude, CSI phase and DFS are very much affect⁃
ed by the environments[28]. When an environment changes, for
example the distance and direction between the target and Wi-
Fi transceiver alter, the accuracy of Wi-Fi sensing is affected.
With the existing algorithms, new data are needed for training
to ensure accuracy every time when an environment is
changed. Along this line, body-coordinate velocity profile
(BVP) is proposed for gesture recognition[29], which appears to
be a potentially feasible solution. The emerging deep-learning-
based methods, such as cross-domain methods and transfer
learning techniques, show some potentials too. Deep similarity
evaluation networks and deep generative adversarial networks
(GAN) reduce training efforts significantly[30]. Cross-device
and cross-sensor methods are also considered helpful. Finally,
Wi-Fi based sensing can be integrated with 5G based mobile
communication networks to provide more comprehensive data
and services for the sensing processing in the industries such
as smart museums, smart hospitals, smart shopping malls, and
smart factories.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we discuss Wi-Fi sensing technologies in in⁃

door multi-path environments and present the principle and
basic methods of Wi-Fi sensing. The Wi-Fi sensing applica⁃
tions and the relevant algorithms in location, activity recogni⁃
tion, physiological signal extraction and personal identifica⁃
tion are briefly described. A few classic sensing algorithms
are discussed and analyzed in detail. In the end, we present
the challenges in multi-people sensing and cross-scenario

sensing. Future trends of the research and development in the
area are briefly discussed.
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Abstract: The impacts of rain on millimeter wave (mmW) terrestrial links, which are inev⁃
itably affected by ground-objects-induced multipath propagation, are presented based on
the signal time series data measured at 35 GHz. We analyze the coupled influence mecha⁃
nism of rain-induced and ground-objects-induced multipath propagation on mmW terres⁃
trial links. It can be deduced that the rain-induced impacts on millimeter wave terrestrial
links cannot be neglected. The results given in this paper are significant for developing
5G millimeter wave terrestrial mobile communication links.
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1 Introduction

Millimeter wave (mmW) technology is regarded as a
key technology for 5G mobile communication sys⁃
tem, because it is greatly helpful for solving the bot⁃
tleneck problems, which are the main contradictions

between the required traffic in the future and the current 2G,
3G and 4G communication systems[1–5]. Meanwhile, it is also
necessary to face more complex propagation characteristics for
fully taking advantage of millimeter wave technology[6–8].
One of the principal technical difficulties for mmW technol⁃

ogy is to evaluate the impacts of the troposphere, such as rain-
induced attenuation, depolarization and noise. The propaga⁃
tion characteristics of millimeter wave in the troposphere have
been regarded as an important part of radio wave propagation
field[9]. Many calculating models and measured data about the
propagation properties are given, and ITU-R models may be
the most authoritative and reliable[10–11]. In general, rain-in⁃
duced impacts are the most severe impacts and the first aspect
to consider. Therefore, rain-induced impacts are also present⁃
ed in 5G plans. Some publications[12–15] think that the rain-in⁃

duced impacts on the terrestrial cellular scale link with sever⁃
al hundred meters of path length do not cause significant addi⁃
tional influences and even can be ignored, which is concluded
based on the calculating results using the ITU-R models.
However, 5G mobile communication system will be applied

to complex terrain and ground objects environment[7–8]. Conse⁃
quently, the multipath propagation caused by terrain or
ground objects is inevitable. Recent studies have revealed that
the multipath propagation is an important factor affecting the
millimeter-wave propagation characteristics[9–10]. Hence, with
the increasing complexity of terrain and ground objects, the
multipath effect is a key factor to affect the propagation char⁃
acteristics of radio waves in 5G ground mobile link[16].
When it rains, multipath signals caused by terrain or

ground objects will interact with raindrop particles, which may
lead to more complex multipath signals[17–19]. In other words,
every path will be affected by raindrop-caused random absorp⁃
tion and scattering, so the multipath signal is randomly chang⁃
ing. As a result, received signals include the multipath signals
caused by raindrops scattering and/or by terrain or ground ob⁃
jects. A possible special case is that the raindrop absorption
effect may also remove some terrain or ground objects-caused
direct wave signals from the received signals, which means
that those terrain or ground objects-caused signal arrival direc⁃
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tions are objectively exist but the signals from those directions
just contain the multipath signals caused by raindrop scatter⁃
ing. In a word, when a rain event occurs, the received signals
in a complex terrain and ground object environment are likely
to include two different kinds of multipath signals. According
to the theory of vector superposition, the two different multipa⁃
th signals will couple together and finally modulate channel ef⁃
fects together. The two kinds of multipath signals may cause
destructive or constructive interference and magnify the atmo⁃
spheric transmission effects. Namely, the integrated impacts
caused by rain are likely to be much more serious than the ef⁃
fects forecasted by the ITU-R models, which are suitable for
the propagation situation free from the effects of terrain and
ground objects. Therefore, it may not be reliable to determine
if the rain-induced effects can be ignored just according to the
calculation results with the ITU-R models, and it is necessary
to estimate the impacts of rain on mmW terrestrial links.
In this paper, the receiving signal time series at 35 GHz are

measured in a selected multipath environment. The equivalent
attenuation is obtained by comparing the received signals in
rain with those measured in clear air. The measured data im⁃
ply that, under a certain rain rate condition, the measured
equivalent attenuation is much greater than the rain-induced
attenuation calculated by the ITU-R P.530-12 model. The rea⁃
sons for the enormous difference are analyzed by theoretical
and experimental methods. According to the analysis results,
it can be concluded that the transmission effects on mmW ter⁃
restrial links, such as attenuation-induced fade, equivalent at⁃
tenuation, phase-shift, and atmosphere noise, in rain environ⁃
ment cannot be estimated by the classical models, which are
built for computing the impacts induced solely by rain on
mmW line of sight (LOS) links. In other words, it is necessary
to adopt a completely new method for evaluating the transmis⁃
sion effects on mmW terrestrial links in a rain environment,
such as fading, depolarization, noise, and phase shift. The con⁃
clusions given in this paper are significant for developing 5G
mmW terrestrial links.

2 Equivalent Attenuation Measured in Se⁃
lected Multipath Environment Under
Rain Condition
Rain-induced attenuation should be the first consideration

for designing mmW terrestrial links that work in a multipath
environment. In order to study rain-induced attenuation char⁃
acteristics of such the mmW links, we conducted a testing ex⁃
periment using a terrestrial link at 35 GHz. The testing ex⁃
periment system includes two parts: meteorological parame⁃
ter measurement system and equivalent attenuation measure⁃
ment system. As shown in Fig. 1a, the meteorological param⁃
eter measurement system is composed of an OTT Parsivel la⁃
ser particle spectrometer and a computer. The equivalent at⁃
tenuation measurement system includes a transmitter, a re⁃

ceiver, a spectrum analyzer and a computer, which are shown
in Fig. 1b. The technical parameters of the OTT Parsivel la⁃
ser particle spectrometer can be found in any official specifi⁃
cation, which will not be introduced in this paper. The main
parameters of the transmitter and the receiver are listed in
Table 1.
In order to investigate the influence of rain on mmW terres⁃

trial links, the testing system was located at the 5th floor of the
West Building of Xidian University, where the random-ground-
objects-induced multipath propagation can be neglected with
very high approximation, but the static-ground-objects-in⁃
duced multipath propagation was taken into consideration.
Fig. 2 shows the testing scenario, where the receiving and
transmitting antennas are on the same side, namely, the receiv⁃
ing antenna can receive the signals reflected from the ground
and the opposite wall. It should be noted that the Fresnel main
region cannot be used to estimate the occurrence or nonoccur⁃
rence of multipath propagation, because it is only valid for the
incidence case of a plane wave from a transmitting antenna to
a receiving antenna. It is obvious that the propagation scenar⁃
io in Fig. 2 is not the plane wave incidence case.

Fig. 3 shows our testing flow, where a spectrum analyzer is
connected with the output port of the receiver’s downconvert⁃
er, hence the spectrum analyzer monitors the power level of re⁃

Polarization

Right-handed circu⁃
lar polarization

Circular Honor
Diameter

50 mm

Half Power Beam Width of
E Plane or H Plane

6°

Gain

17 dB

Thresholds Power
−105 dBm

Power Resolution
0.1 dBm

Output Frequency from
Downconverter
1.2 GHz

Output Frequency
35 GHz

Bandwidth
<100 MHz

Output Power
10 dBm±0.1 dBm

▼Table 1. Main parameters of the transmitter and the receiver

(a) Meteorological parametermeasurement system (b) Equivalent attenuationmeasurement system
▲ Figure 1. Testing experiment system of meteorological parameter
measurement.

(a) Parameters of the transmitting antenna and the receiving antenn

(b) Parameters of the transmitter

(c) Parameters of the receiver
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ceived signals and saves them into the computer by every min⁃
ute; at the same time, the atmospheric parameters are record⁃
ed. The rain-induced equivalent attenuation time sequence

can be obtained by subtracting the power level time sequence
in rain from the reference power level. Note that the reference
power level is the average power level of the signals that are
received within 20 minutes before every rain event occurs.
During the measurement period from August 2017 to Janu⁃

ary 2018, about 3 500 minute time sequence of one-minute in⁃
tegration rain rate and the corresponding equivalent attenua⁃
tion time series were recorded. In order to investigate the rain-
induced influence on mmW terrestrial links, the rain-induced
attenuation of 100 m path for the measured rain rate data is
calculated by
Acalculation = (arRbr ) ⋅ 0.1, (1)

ar = 12 (ah + av ), (2)

br = 1
2ar (ahbh + avbv ). (3)

▲Figure 3. Testing flow chart of meteorological parameter measurement.

▲Figure 2. Testing scenario in static-ground-objects-induced multipath
propagation environment.

OTT Parsivel: a modern laser disdrometer

OTT Parsivel: a modern laser disdrometer

Wall
12. 47 m

Receivingantenna
OTTParsivel

Floor
Transmittingantenna

48. 95
m

Wall
3. 68 m

2. 50 m 1. 50 m

Transmitter

Signalsource Poweramplifier Transmittingantenna

Atmosphericparameters aresaved into thecomputer

Receivingantenna Low noiseamplifier Downconverter
Atmospheric channel

The power levels of received signals are measured

The power levels of receivedsignals are saved into thecomputer

Spectrumanalyzer

Receiver

OTTParsivel

Get the power level time sequence in rain Take the signals recived within 20 minutes before rain event as the referencepower level

The rain⁃induced equivalent attenuation time sequency can be obtained by subtracting the power level time sequence in rain from thereference power level
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R in Eq. (1) notes the one-minute integration rain rate,
which is replaced by the measured rain rate given in Fig. 4.
ah, av, bh and bv in Eqs. (2) and (3) are taken as ah = 0.3374,
av = 0.3224, bh = 0.9047 and bv = 0.8761 at 35 GHz, whichare given in ITU-R P.838-3. Eq. (1) implies that it is true that
the rain rate along the 100 m path in Fig. 2 is the same as that
at the testing position. The measured equivalent attenuation
and the calculated attenuation are shown in Fig. 4.
It is obvious that the values of the measured equivalent at⁃

tenuation testing are larger than those of the calculated attenu⁃
ation. The difference may be caused by the fact that the rain-
induced attenuation is dependent not only on the rainfall type,
raindrops’shape and size distribution, which determine the
coefficients of ah, av, bh and bv in Eqs. (2) and (3), but also onthe space distribution of the rain rate, which determines the
equivalent path length. In other words, the difference may aris⁃
es from wrong values of ah, av, bh and bv or the unseemly ap⁃proximation of taking the geometry path length 0.1 km as the
equivalent path length in Eq. (1). In addition, the difference in
Fig. 4 may also be generated by wet antenna[20–23]. In order to
verify the guesses mentioned above, another measurement in
non-multipath environment was carried out. Fig. 5 shows the
testing scenario, which is the north campus of Xidian Universi⁃
ty. The transmitter and the receiver were placed on the top of
two buildings with a distance of 820 m, respectively, and the
height difference between the transmitter and the receiver was
about 20 m. It was sure that there were no ground objects in
the Fresnel region of the link in Fig. 5, the radius of which
was about 0.5 820 × 0.0086 = 1.3256 m. In addition, it was
sure that there were no ground objects in the two antennas’
common beam space. Therefore, it is logical to consider the
link in Fig. 5 as a LOS link.

During the measurement period from March 2018 to June
2018, about 12 000 min time sequence of one-minute integra⁃
tion rain rate and the corresponding equivalent attenuation
time series were recorded. The rain-induced attenuation was
also calculated by Eq. (1). The measured attenuation and the
calculated attenuation are shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6 shows that the measured attenuation and the calculat⁃

ed attenuation are approximatively matched. The subtle differ⁃
ence should be caused by the wet antenna mentioned in Refs.
[20]– [23]. The results in Fig. 6 verify that the difference be⁃
tween the measured data and the calculated data in Fig. 4 is
not mainly caused by the wrong ah, av, bh and bv or the unseem⁃ly approximation of taking the geometry path length 0.1 km as
the equivalent path length in Eq. (1). In other words, the obvi⁃
ous difference in Fig. 4 is likely to be caused by the coupled
influence of rain-caused effects and ground-objects-induced
multipath propagation, and it is not reasonable to regard rain-
induced attenuation and other impacts on mmW terrestrial
links as negligible factors just according to the traditional
models, which are used to estimate the effects caused individ⁃
ually by rain. In what follows, the coupled influence mecha⁃
nism of rain-caused effects and ground-objects-induced mul⁃
tipath propagation on mmW terrestrial link will be qualitative⁃
ly analyzed.

3 Coupled Influence Mechanism of Rain-
Caused Effects and Ground-Objects-In⁃
duced Multipath Propagation on MmW
Terrestrial Links
In fact, the random variation of the power level received in

the measured environment in Fig. 5 is attenuation-induced
fade, and the attenuation is caused individually by rain. Fur⁃
thermore, Eq. (1) is just used to calculate the attenuation in⁃
duced solely by rain. Consequently, the attenuation calculated
by Eq. (1) is approximatively matched with that obtained by
subtracting the power level time sequence in rain from the ref⁃▲Figure 4. The results of the equivalent attenuation testing in the sce⁃

nario given in Figure 2.

▲Figure 5. Test scenario in line of sight (LOS) propagation environment.
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erence power level, which is simply introduced in Section 2.
However, each path of the multipath in Fig. 2 is affected by
rain-induced effects, such as attenuation and phase shift. That
is, the fade of the power level received in the scenario in Fig.
2 is induced by rain-caused multipath propagation. However,
Eq. (1) is just used to calculate the attenuation induced only
by rain. Therefore, the obvious difference in Fig. 4 is inevita⁃
ble and not surprising at all.
In order to qualitatively analyze the coupled influence

mechanism of rain-caused effects and ground-objects-induced
multipath propagation on mmW terrestrial links, the simplest
two-path propagation case is considered (Fig. 7). Suppose the
vector complex amplitudes at the receiving antenna via Path-1
and Path-2 are E1 and E2, respectively. The vector complexamplitude of the total field can be written as
E = E1 + E2. (4)
The module | E | of E can be calculated by
| E | = || E1

2 + || E2
2 + 2 || E1 ⋅ || E2 cos ( )θ2 - θ1 , (5)

where θ2 and θ1 are the phase angles of E1 and E2. The phaseangle θ of E can be calculated by

θ = arctg || E1 sin ( )θ1 + || E2 sin ( )θ2
|| E1 cos ( )θ1 + || E2 cos ( )θ2

. (6)

Moreover, the total power is proportional to | E |2, which is
expressed as
| E |2 = | E1 |2 + | E2 |2 + 2 | E1 | ⋅ | E2 |cos (θ2 - θ1). (7)
For the similar scenario in Fig. 2, in which the random-

ground-objects-induced multipath propagation can be ne⁃
glected with very high approximation, if rain does not occur,
| E1 |, | E2 | and θ1, θ2, are approximatively constant values.

▲Figure 7. The two-path propagation case.▲Figure 6. Results of attenuation testing in the scenario given in Figure 5.
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However, once rain occurs, | E1 |, | E2 | and θ1, θ2 become ran⁃
dom values because of rain-induced attenuation and scatter⁃
ing. Based on the results in Ref. [24], | E1 |, | E2 | and θ1, θ2
can be expressed as
| E1 | = || E1 + | E1 |

f
, (8)

| E2 | = || E2 + | E2 |
f
, (9)

θ1 = θ1 + θ1 f , (10)

θ2 = θ2 + θ2 f , (11)

where || E1 , || E2 and θ1 , θ2 denote the mean values,
| E1 |

f
, | E2 |

f
and θ1 f, θ2 f denote the fluctuation induced by ran⁃

dom scattering. Rain-induced attenuation and phase-shift de⁃
termine || E1 , || E2 and θ1 , θ2 ,which slowly change. It
should be noted that, as mentioned in Section 1, || E1 or

|| E2 may disappear because of very large attenuation, which
means that rain-induced effect removes the terrain or ground
objects-caused multipath. Rain-induced scattering determines
| E1 |

f
, | E2 |

f
and θ1 f, θ2 f, which rapidly change. | E1 |

f
and | E2 |

f

follow Rice distribution, while θ1 f and θ2 f follow uniform distri⁃bution from 0 to 2π. Therefore, even if in the simplest two-
path propagation environment, | E |2, which is proportional to
received power, is expressed as
| E |2 = [ || E1 + | E1 |

f
]2 + [ || E2 + | E2 |

f
]2 +

2 [ || E1 + | E1 |
f
] ⋅ [ || E2 + | E2 |

f
]cos[ ( θ2 -

θ1 ) + (θ2 f - θ1 f ) ]. (12)

Based on Eq. (12), it is quite clear that ( | E1 |
f
)2, ( | E2 |

f
)2 and

the complex interference terms of || E1 ⋅ | E1 |
f
, || E2 ⋅ | E2 |

f
,

|| E1 ⋅ || E2 , | E1 |
f
⋅ | E2 |

f
, | E1 |

f
⋅ || E2 and | E2 |

f
⋅ || E1

are introduced into | E |2. That is, the ground-objects ⁃ induced
multipath propagation makes rain-induced scattering effect al⁃
so more complicatedly impact the equivalent attenuation, be⁃
cause the received power is proportional to | E |2. It can be con⁃
cluded that | E |2 will be more complex in more-path propaga⁃
tion environment. Eq. (12) also implies that quantitatively in⁃

vestigating || E1 , || E2 , θ1 , θ2 and | E1 |
f
, | E2 |

f
, θ1 f, θ2 f

is necessary for quantitatively analyzing | E |2. However,
|| E1 , || E2 , θ1 , θ2 and | E1 |

f
, | E2 |

f
, θ1 f, θ2 f are decided

by not only rain-caused effects but also wet antennas and wet
ground surface. The impact of wet antenna on || E1
and || E2 is reported in some publications[20–23]. Moreover, it
is very complicated to quantitatively analyze θ1 , θ2 , | E1 |

f
,

| E2 |
f
, and θ1 f, θ2 f in rainy multipath environments. Therefore,

Eq. (12) mathematically analyzes the coupled influence mech⁃
anism of rain-caused effects and ground-objects-induced mul⁃
tipath propagation on mmW terrestrial links, but the quantita⁃
tive analysis of | E |2 will not be given in this paper. In a word,
the traditional model for calculating rain-induced attenuation
is suitable for LOS propagation case, while the quantitative
analysis of | E |2 by the model similar to Eq. (12) is necessary
for none LOS propagation case in rainy multipath environ⁃
ments. Hence, the obvious difference in Fig. 4 and the approx⁃
imate accordance in Fig. 6 are logical.
According to the same mechanism, it can be concluded that

other rain-induced effects on mmW terrestrial links, such as
depolarization, phase-shift and atmosphere noise, cannot be
estimated by traditional models, which are used in LOS propa⁃
gation case. Therefore, the impacts of rain on 5G mmW terres⁃
trial links are likely to be non-negligible on account of the cou⁃
pled impaction of rain-induced effects and multipath propaga⁃
tion phenomenon, and it is necessary to deeply investigate the
impacts of rain on 5G mmW terrestrial links.

4 Conclusions
The transmission effects, such as attenuation-induced fade,

equivalent attenuation, phase-shift, and atmosphere noise, on
mmW terrestrial links in rain environment are severer than
those on mmW LOS links in rain because of the coupled ac⁃
tion of rain-induced scattering and ground-objects– induced
multipath propagation. For mmW terrestrial links, it is wrong
to estimate rain-induced effects using traditional models, such
as ITU-R models, which are suitable for LOS propagation cas⁃
es. In other words, the impacts of rain on 5G mmW terrestrial
communication system are likely to be non-negligible on ac⁃
count of the coupled impaction of rain-induced effects and
multipath propagation phenomenon. It is necessary to build a
model for quantitatively estimating the transmission effects on
mmW terrestrial links in rain environment, which has not
been included in any previous publications, but the mathemat⁃
ically analytic process in Section 3 is a good start and helpful
to build such a model. The testing results in this paper are sig⁃
nificant for developing 5G mmW terrestrial links.
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